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Abstract:　On the occasion of a donation of postage stamps collected by the author to the Museum of Fishery
Sciences, Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology, a checklist of all postage stamps depicting
crustaceans from 1871 through 2002 has been completed. In all, 1407 postage stamps with crustaceans have been
issued from 217 countries, regions, and organizations excluding local stamps from Russia and others. The number of
taxa (species or genus) that were identified in the stamps is 354. The present collection to be donated at the Museum
for future reference contains 1313 original stamps including 25 old local stamps from Vessiegonsk, Russia and 114
copies of those that were unavailable to the author. 
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Introduction
On the occasion of reformation of the postal system of the
United Kingdom by Rowland Hill, the world’s first postage stamp
(hereafter it refers PS) was issued in England in May 1840. Then,
the use of PS was spread worldwide from Europe and territories
of the U.K. The earliest PS simply depicted portraits of reigning
monarchs or coats of arms, but as time went on PS began to have
a wider range of designs, including agricultural production, scen-
ery, animals, and plants. These often presented a positive message
to the observer. In addition, issue of PS brought revenue. PS
became colorful and beautifully designed, and they attracted
many stamp collectors in the world. 
The first PS depicting crustaceans (hereafter termed PSC) was
issued as a Russian local stamp in the early 1870’s. The image
was crayfish. After that, various species of crustaceans such as
barnacles, mantis shrimp, common shrimp, spiny lobsters, cray-
fish, hermit crabs, and common crabs appeared on the PSC. Crus-
taceans contain many commercially important species, and they
are rich in color and form. In addition, there is a Cancer (crab) in
the zodiac. Also, the image of a crab symbolizes anti-cancer
activity. Thus, many designs of crustaceans have been used in PS.
The author’s PSC collection began in 1975 when he was shown
beautiful collection of PSC by Dr. L. B. Holthuis (1921-2008) at the
National Museum of Natural History in Leiden, the Netherlands.
Since then, he has attempted to identify the species or genus shown
on PSC as much as possible in cooperation with Dr. Holthuis. As
their pleasant hobby became known, many crustacean taxonomists
in the world extended their support. Also, a lot of information about
PSC was given to them by numerous philatelists.
For the topical or thematic PS collector, a subject can be almost
anything, from birds and trains to picture and scenery. However,
unfortunately, since the 1990’s the quantity of PS has increased
greatly while the quality and accuracy of the images have
degraded. This seems to be the result of stamp publishers influ-
encing governments of the developing countries to issue PS many
more. These publishers deliver a certain number of PS to the
developing country postal service and get benefit by selling the
remainder at a premium to PS dealers and collectors. More than
100 PS are issued in a year in some countries. PS become objects
of the souvenir business and those depicting popular singers, pets,
and characters of cartoons are coming into favor. The images of
PS are often taken from unreliable sources and the names for the
animal and plant may have nothing to do with reality. For some
countries that have privatized postal services, such as Japan, the
number and types of PS issued per year also significantly
increased. As the result, cultural and scientific interest of the PS
has been lowered. The reason why I ceased the collection of PSC
was that I lost interest in the subject matter of PS, including the
stories behind them. 
It is the author’s great pleasure to donate this collection of PSC
from 1871 through 2002 to the Museum of Fishery Sciences,
Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology. On this
opportunity he wished to revise and complete the checklist of
PSC in the world and add information on species in some PSC. 
Postage stamps depicting crustacean
While it would be ideal for philatelists to be able to identify
every crustaceans shown on PSC, this cannot be achieved. Using
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only the artist’s renditions, which often are distorted or stylized,
an accurate identification is difficult indeed. Sometimes a scien-
tific name or local name is written on the PSC, but often they are
incorrect and/or misspelled, and more than once the name and the
image do not match. Even when carefully drawn, some species in
the image are not found in the PS issuing country, and reason of
the issue is not obvious. Nevertheless, since many species on PSC
are representative of the country, those in question may be
assumed to be also. It was best to depend upon the intuition or
experience of the taxonomist, when trying to confirm identifica-
tion of these species with which the author was unfamiliar.
PSC can be divided roughly into five categories: 1. Those that
as a main theme showing just one or two species: 2. Those in
which the image of crustaceans is relatively small and of second-
ary importance to the main theme. 3. Those showing crustaceans
in famous pictures or coats of arms. 4. Those in which the image
meant to represent not particular species but large inclusive
groups like crabs, lobsters, etc. Some PSC are issued for promo-
tion of export or environmental protection, others are simply car-
toons. 5. Those used as symbols for cancer control or the zodiac
constellation. Crab is commonly imaged, but sometimes crayfish
is drawn. They are often highly stylized and do not indicate par-
ticular species.
Based on the modern classification of crustaceans by Martin
and Davis (2001) and Appeltans et al. (2012), the number of taxa
(species or genera) that could be identified was 354 (Table 1).
These are classified into 14 orders of the classes Branchiopoda,
Maxillopoda, and Malacostraca. 
The PSC from Ajman (after 1973), Baatum, Bernera Islands,
Pabay, Saharui Republica, Sakhalin, Sharjah, Staffa, Stroma, and
Paramushir were excluded from the collection, as they are not
regarded as legitimate by the member post offices in the Univer-
sal Postal Union or are local stamps. The majority of them are not
included in the internationally renowned stamp catalogues. The
PSC of Vessiegonsk in Russia from 1871 to 1913 were included
in the checklist, however, because of their significance as the old-
est PSC in the world. 
Sometimes PSC of the same design and size as well as face
value have been issued as singles and/or in sheet and/or roll in the
same year. Although they are included in the checklist, they are
treated as the same stamp, regardless of the nature of their perfo-
rations or watermark or adhesives or lack thereof. 
Thus, the most detailed checklists of PSC from 1871 through
2002 have been completed. Serial number was given to each PSC
of the Omori’s collection (Table 2). So far, 1407 PSC from 217
countries, regions, and organizations are recognized excluding
PSC of Vessiegonsk, Russia. The following information on the
PSC is given in the columns of Table 2: 1. Serial number. Combi-
nation of the first two numbers (cord number) means country,
region or organization and with the third number the serial num-
ber indicates PSC of the Omori’s collection. 2. Name of country,
region or organization. 3. Year of issue, 4. Name or description of
the image. 5. Scott catalogue number (Anon. 2011). 6. Face value.
7. Prominence of the image.  For items that are not found in the
Scott catalogue, catalogue number of the Michel (Anon. 2003,
2008, 2009), the Stanley Gibbons (Anon. 2005) or Russian Zem-
stovos catalogue (Chuchin 1925) is cited in the column 5. In the
column 7, the prominence of images are classified as follows: A.
identifiable species is shown as the main theme (the above cited
category 1), B. drawn as a secondary theme (the above cited cate-
gory 2), C. others (the above cited categories 3, 4, and 5). 
Among PSC in Table 2, year of issue is not apparent for a few
PSC from the Republic of Djibouti and Tanzania, and legitimate
is doubtful in some PSC from Barbuda and Democratic Republic
of Congo. The present collection to be donated to the Museum of
Fishery Sciences, Tokyo University of Marine Science and Tech-
nology, contains 1313 original PSC including 25 old local stamps
from Vessiegonsk, Russia. For the PSC that the author could not
collect, he tried to fill the collection with 114 copies of them. 
Interesting PSC
Images on of several PSC raise questions either from taxonom-
ical or zoogeographical points of view. Like the previous papers
(Omori and Holthuis 2000 and 2005), some interesting stories of a
few PSC are given below.
1. Palinurus elephas is the only spiny lobster found in Alder-
ney. The PSC from Alderney (Serial No. 6-1-1; Fig. 1-1) clearly
shows, however, the West Indian Panulirus argus. The character-
istic color and color pattern of the rostral horns, abdominal
somites and telson of P. argus are well shown and they make it
impossible to acknowledge the image as P. elephas. Also, the PSC
from Seychells (e.g.163-3-3; Fig. 1-2) and that from Zil Elwan-
nyen Sesel (203-1-1) are the same, and judging from the images,
they are also P. argus, not found in Seychells. Probably, a figure
of spiny lobster in the Atlantic Ocean was copied for these PSC. 
2. An amphipod of the PSC from Australia (13-1-6; Fig. 1-3)
has been described by Lawry and Stoddart (2002) as a new spe-
cies Amaryllis philatelica. The species name refers to the fact that
it had been firstly featured on this PSC. The species has been
found at Solitary Islands, New South Wales, South Australia. It
inhabits sponges and soft corals in littoral to continental shelf.
3. The stamp from Azerbaijan (15-2-1; Fig. 1-4) shows a
marine landscape with a sturgeon and a crab. The image of the
crab is rather small, but could well be Rhithropanopeus harrisii, a
species that was introduced recently in the Caspian Sea. R. har-
risii is a small crab native to Atlantic coasts of the Americas, but
was later introduced all over the Europe. So far it is only crab
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4. The name Ocypode quadrapa on the PSC of Barbados (18-1-
8; Fig. 1-5) is apparently a misspelling of O. quadrata, the correct
name for the only species of this genus occurring on the Atlantic
coast of the Americas. The drawing is poor, but clearly it is not O.
quadrata as that species does not have stylets on the eyes. These
stylets are most characteristic in the Indo-West Pacific O. cer-
atophthalmus. 
5. A crab on the PSC from Fiji (64-1-2; Fig. 1-6) is indicated as
Metopograpsus messor, a species which is not found in Fiji.
Moreover, the image is not Metopograpsus but seems to be a spe-
cies of the genus Sesarma.
6. There are highly simplified designs of spiny lobster in the
PSC of French Southern & Antarctic Territories (e.g. 68-1-2; Fig.
1-7). These designs of coat of arms seem to have originated from
Jasus paulensis, the most important marine resource in the area.
Similarly, the images of spiny lobster in the coat of arms in the
PSC from Turks and Caicos Islands (e.g. 186-1-12; Fig. 1-8) are
identified as Panulirus argus.
7. The PSC of Grenada Grenadines (81-1-15; Fig. 1-9) is one
of the block of 17 stamps with the title“Millennium of Sea
Exploration” in which there is a short note about the voyage of
Capt. J. Cook on the margin of the sheet. As Cook never cruised
into the Caribbean Sea during his three voyages, the issue of this
PS from Grenada Grenadines could be misleading. However, it is
known that during his 1st voyage a member of HM Bark Endeav-
our bartered with a Maori of New Zealand and received a giant
lobster in exchange for a piece of tapa cloth (Begg and Begg
1969, see Fig. 2 of Omori and Holthuis 2005). If the figure was
written in connection with this incident, the giant lobster could be
Jasus verreauxi that is found in New Zealand. The image on the
PSC however shows an Atlantic crayfish, either Homarus gam-
marus or H. americanus.
8. The crabs in the lower left corner of the PSC from Mauritius
(117-1-13; Fig. 1-10) are too small to identify the species. But,
later it was found that the image was drawn from a reverse copy
of the frontispiece of the book by François Leguat“A New Voy-
age to the East Indies” in the early 18th century (Omori and
Holthuis, 2005). The frontispiece represents the first settlement at
Rodrigues Island in Mauritius. Five land crabs can be seen with
four sea turtles on the lower right corner. The only land crab
reported from this island is Cardisoma carnifex.
9. All local stamps of early Vessiegonsk have the image of
crayfish Astacus astacus in the coat of arms. Chuchin (1925)
listed in his catalogue that 4 square, imperforated stamps had been
issued in 1871 (150-1-1~4; Fig. 1-12), while 6 oval-shaped,
imperforated stamps (150-1-5~10; Fig. 1-11) had been issued in
1873. As a number 1870 is printed in the latter, oval-shaped
stamps, it was estimated that they were the oldest PSC (Holthuis
1967). Recently, however, Mr. Leon Finik (pers. comm.) of Loral
Stamps (a store specializing in Russian PS), Flushing, NY, U.S.A.
told that the Chuchin’s catalogue is reliable and the number 1870
on the oval-shaped stamps could be year that the coat of arms of
Vessiegonsk had been established. 
10. None of the 8 species of crabs shown in PSC from Tanzania
in 1994 (177-1-1~8) are indigenous on Tanzania. Astacus lepto-
dactylus is from East Europe and Turkey; Eriocheir sinensis from
China and West Europe; Cancer pagurus from West Europe;
Cardisoma guanhumi from the West Indies; Birgus latro from the
Indo-West Pacific; Menippe mercenaria from the Gulf of Mexico;
Dromia personata from the Mediterranean and East Atlantic;
Callinectes sapidus from Atlantic Americas.
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Figure 1. Interesting postage stamps. 1. Alderney 1993, 2. Seychelles 1978, 3. Australia 1984, 4. Azerbaijan 2001, 5. Barbados
1985, 6. Fiji 1991, 7. French Southern & Antarctic Territories 1969, 8. Turks and Caicos Island 1970, 9. Grenada
Grenadines 1999, 10. Mauritius 1978 and the frontispiece of the book “A New Voyage to the East Indies.” 11. Vessiegonsk
1873, 12. Vessiegonsk 1871.
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Table 1. Systematic list of crustaceans on postage stamps from 1871 through 2002. Issuing countries, regions, and organizations are
indicated by their code number in Table 2. 




Artemia salina (Linnaeus, 1758) 78-1
【ORDER CLADOCERA】
【FAMILY　BOSMINIDAE 】





Pollicipes pollicipes (Gmelin, 1790) 162-1
【FAMILY LEPADIDAE】
Lepas anatifera Linnaeus, 1758 162-1, 179-1
Lepas australis Darwin, 1851 63-1
【ORDER SESSILIA】
【FAMILY BALANIDAE】
Austromegabalanus psittacus (Molina, 1782) 39-1
Balanus amphitrite Darwin, 1854 8-1
Balanus crenatus Bruguière, 1789 63-2, 101-1, 124-1
Balanus improvisus Darwin, 1854 65-1
Balanus perforatus Bruguière, 1789 7-1




Calanus finmarchicus (Gunnerus, 1765) 54-1
【FAMILY EUCALANIDAE】
Rhincalanus gigas Brady, 1883 68-1
【FAMILY EUCHAETIDAE】
Paraeucheta antarctica (Giesbrecht, 1902) 24-1, 68-1
【FAMILY TEMORIDAE】
Eurytemora affinis (Poppe, 1880) 65-1
【FAMILY PONTELLIDAE】
Pontellina plumata (Dana, 1852) 145-1
【ORDER CYCLOPOIDA】
【FAMILY CYCLOPIDAE】
Cyclops strenuus Fischer, 1851 174-1
【ORDER HARPACTICOIDA】
【FAMILY TISBIDAE】





Lysiosquillina maculata (Fabricius, 1793) 67-1, 200-1
【FAMILY SQUILLIDAE】
Squilla mantis (Linnaeus, 1758) 107-2, 121-1
Miyakea nepa (Latreille, 1828) 122-1 
【ORDER MYSIDACEA】
【FAMILY MYSIDAE】
Antarctomysis maxima (Holt & Tattersall, 1906) 24-1
Mysis relicta Lovén, 1862 4-1
Praunus inermis (Rathke, 1843) 65-1
【ORDER AMPHIPODA】
【FAMILY AMARYLLIDIDAE】
Amaryllis philatelica Lawry & Stoddart, 2002 13-1
【FAMILY EPIMERIIDAE】
Epimeria monodon Stephensen, 1947 63-1
【FAMILY EUSIRIDAE】
Bovallia gigantea Pfeffer, 1888 24-1
【FAMILY TALITRIDAE】
Orchestia gammarellus (Pallas, 1766) 162-1
【FAMILY GAMMARIDAE】




Cystisoma neptunus Guérin-Méneville, 1842 193-1
【FAMILY HYPERIIDAE】




Monolistra spinosissima (Racovitza, 1929) 165-1
【FAMILY SEROLIDAE】
Ceratoserolis trilobitoides (Eights, 1833) 24-1
Frontoserolis pagenstecheri (Pfeffer, 1887) 63-1
【FAMILY ARCTURIDAE】
Antarcturus signiensis White, 1979 24-1
【FAMILY CHAETILIIDAE】
Glyptonotus antarcticus Eights, 1853 63-1
Saduria entomon (Linnaeus, 1758) 4-1, 65-1
【FAMILY IDOTEIDAE】
Idotea balthica (Pallas, 1772) 65-1
【FAMILY ASELLIDAE】
Asellus aquaticus (Linnaeus, 1758) 29-1
【FAMILY ARMADILLIDIIDAE】
Armadillidium tabacarui Gruia, Iavorschi & Sarbu,
1994
148-1
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【FAMILY PORCELLIONIDAE】
Porcellio scaber Latreille, 1802 51-1
【ORDER CUMACEA】
【FAMILY NANNASTACIDAE】
Cumella limicola Sars, 1879 29-1
【ORDER EUPHAUSIACEA】
【FAMILY EUPHAUSIIDAE】
Euphausia superba Dana, 1850 13-1, 14-1, 24-1, 29-1, 39-1, 63-1, 68-1, 142-1, 144-1, 148-1, 158-1, 169-1, 189-1
Meganyctiphanes norvegica (M. Sars, 1857) 79-1
【ORDER DECAPODA】
【FAMILY ARISTEIDAE】
Aristaeomorpha foliacea (Risso, 1827) 80-1, 121-1, 182-1
Aristaeopsis edwardsiana (Johnson, 1867) 7-1, 33-1, 138-1, 162-1
【FAMILY PENAEIDAE】
Farfantepenaeus aztecus (Ives, l891) 118-1
Farfantepenaeus duorarum (Burkenroad, 1939) 118-1, 179-1
Farfantepenaeus notialis (Pérez Farfante, 1989) 21-1, 51-1, 71-1, 132-1, 162-1
Fenneropenaeus chinensis (Osbeck, 1765) 40-1, 135-1
Fenneropenaeus indicus (H. Milne Edwards, 1837) 28-1, 122-1, 136-1, 198-1
Fenneropenaeus merguiensis (De Man, 1888) 28-1, 178-1
Fenneropenaeus sp. 128-1
Litopenaeus occidentalis (Streets, 1871) 139-1
Litopenaeus schmitti (Burkenroad, 1936) 130-1
Litopenaeus setiferus (Linnaeus, 1767) 88-1, 118-1
Litopenaeus stylirostris (Stimpson, 1874) 118-1
Litopenaeus vannamei (Boone, 1931) 50-1, 59-1
Marsupenaeus japonicus (Bate, 1888) 114-1, 177-1
Melicertus kerathurus (Forskal, 1775) 83-1, 107-2, 132-1, 184-1
Metapenaeus joyneri (Miers, 1880) 198-1
Parapenaeus longirostris (Lucas, 1846) 107-2, 132-1
Penaeus monodon Fabricius, 1798 17-1, 67-1, 178-1
Penaeus semisulcatus De Haan, 1844 105-1
Penaeus sp. 67-1
【FAMILY STENOPODIDAE】
Stenopus hispidus (Olivier, 1811) 11-1, 13-1, 16-1, 19-1, 20-1, 51-1, 56-1, 99-1, 110-3, 117-1, 138-1, 159-1, 196-1
【FAMILY RHYNCHOCINETIDAE】
Cinetorhynchus rigens (Gordon, 1936) 27-1, 37-1, 56-1
Rhynchocinetes durbanensis Gordon, 1936 196-1
Rhynchocinetes typus H. Milne Edwards, 1837 39-1
【FAMILY XIPHOCARIDIDAE】
Xiphocaris elongata (Guérin Méneville, 1856) 120-1
【FAMILY CAMPYLONOTIDAE】
Campylonotus vagans Bate, 1888 63-1
【FAMILY GNATHOPHYLLIDAE】
Gnathophyllum elegans (Risso, 1816) 167-1
Hymenocera picta Dana, 1852 128-1
【FAMILY PALAEMONIDAE】
Macrobrachium carcinus (Linnaeus, 1758) 51-1, 158-1
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Macrobrachium equidens (Dana, 1852) 17-1
Macrobrachium lar (Fabricius, 1789) 67-1, 126-1
Macrobrachium macrobrachion (Herklots, 1851) 107-1
Macrobrachium nipponense (De Haan, 1849) 40-1, 188-1, 198-1
Macrobrachium rosenbergii (De Man, 1879) 17-1, 90-1, 91-1, 143-1, 178-1
Macrobrachium zariquieyi Holthuis, 1949 157-1
Macrobrachium sp. 128-1, 178-1
Nematopalaemon hastatus (Aurivillius, 1898) 132-1
Palaemon affinis H. Milne Edwards, 1837 129-1
Palaemon elegans Rathke, 1837 71-1
Palaemon serratus (Pennant, 1777) 20-1, 29-1, 82-1, 101-1, 162-1
Periclimenes brevicarpalis (Schenkel, 1902) 196-1, 198-1
Periclimenes holthuisi Bruce, 1969 111-1
Periclimenes imperator Bruce, 1967 55-1
Periclimenes pedersoni Chace, 1958 11-1, 85-1, 186-l. 
【FAMILY ALPHEIDAE】
Alpheus bellulus Miya & Miyake, 1969 198-1
Alpheus sp. 138-1
Synalpheus neomeris (De Man, 1888) 111-1
【FAMILY HIPPOLYTIDAE】
Lysmata amboinensis (De Man, 1888) 16-1, 37-1, 193-1, 196-1
Lysmata debelius Bruce, l963 71-1
Lysmata wurdemanni (Gibbes, 1850) 10-1, 19-1, 154-1
Parhippolyte uveae Borradaile, 1899 64-1
Thor amboinensis (De Man, 1888) 186-1
【FAMILY PANDALIDAE】
Heterocarpus ensifer A. Milne Edwards, 1881 138-1
Heterocarpus laevigatus Bate, 1888 138-1
Pandalus borealis Krøyer, 1838 79-1
Pandalus hypsinotus Brandt, 1851 135-1
Plesionika scopifera Chan, 2004 128-1
【FAMILY CRANGONIDAE】
Crangon septemspinosa Say, 1818 34-1
【FAMILY ENOPLOMETOPIDAE】
Hoplometopus callistus (Intès & Leloeuff, 1970) 98-1
Hoplometopus antillensis (Lütken, 1865) 10-1, 19-1
【FAMILY NEPHROPIDAE】
Acanthacaris caeca (A. Milne Edwards, 1881) 81-1
Homarus americanus H. Milne Edwards, 1837 34-1, 107-1, 156-1, 177-1, 193-1
Homarus gammarus (Linnaeus, 1758) 5-1, 47-1, 66-1, 69-1, 71-1, 73-1, 82-1, 89-1, 101-1, 119-1, 131-1, 135-1, 144-1,
152-1, 168-1, 174-1, 189-1 
Homarus sp. 8-2, 51-1, 75-1, 81-1, 137-1, 158-1, 202-1
Hoploparia sp. 24-1
Metanephrops binghami (Boone, 1927) 81-1
Nephrops norvegicus (Linnaeus, 1758) 5-1, 70-1, 94-1, 101-1, 107-1, 162-1
【FAMILY ASTACIDAE】
Astacus astacus (Linnaeus, 1758) 29-1, 33-1, 65-1, 74-1, 106-2, 108-1, 109-1, 127-1, 148-1, 150-1, 175-1, 198-1
Astacus colchicus Kessler, 1878 72-1
Astacus leptodactylus Eschscholtz, 1823 162-1, 177-1
Austropotamobius pallipes (Lereboullet, 1858) 51-1, 172-1
Pacifastacus leniusculus (Dana, 1852) 174-1
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【FAMILY CAMBARIDAE】
Cambaroides similis (Koelbel, 1892) 104-1
Procambarus clarkii (Girard, 1852) 193-1
【FAMILY PARASTACIDAE】
Cherax communis Holthuis, 1949 126-1
Cherax papuanus Holthuis, 1949 140-1
Cherax sp. 13-1
【FAMILY CALLIANASSIDAE】
Callianassa kraussi Stebbing, 1900 43-1
【FAMILY POLYCHELIDAE】
Eryon arctiformis (Schlotheim, 1820) 107-2
Eryoneicus alberti Bouvier, 1905 119-1
Polycheles perarmatus Holthuis, 1952 98-1
【FAMILY PALINURIDAE】
Jasus edwardsii (Hutton, 1875) 129-1
Jasus frontalis (H. Milne Edwards, 1837) 39-1
Jasus lalandii (H. Milne Edwards, 1837) 171-1
Jasus paulensis (Heller, 1862) 68-1
Jasus tristani Holthuis, 1963 153-2, 183-1
Justitia longimanus (H. Milne Edwards, 1837) 67-1, 80-1
Palinurus charlestoni Forest & Postel, 1964 35-1
Palinurus delagoae Barnard, 1926 122-1
Palinurus elephas (Fabricius, 1787) 5-1, 7-1, 22-3, 69-1, 70-1, 107-2, 119-1, 127-1, 153-1, 154-1, 167-1, 184-1, 198-1, 
202-1
Palinurus mauritanicus Gruvel, 1911 116-1
Palinurus sp. 201-1
Panulirus argus (Latreille, 1804) 6-1, 8-2, 9-1, 10-1, 16-1, 18-1, 19-1, 20-1, 22-1, 25-1, 27-1, 31-1, 36-1, 37-1,51-1, 
56-1, 80-1, 81-1, 118-1, 125-1, 130-1, 138-1, 159-1, 163-1, 186-1, 203-1
Panulirus echinatus S. I. Smith, 1869 35-1
Panulirus guttatus (Latreille, 1804) 50-1, 80-1
Panulirus homarus (Linnaeus, 1758) 41-1, 136-1, 181-1
Panulirus interruptus (Randall, 1840) 187-1
Panulirus japonicus (Von Siebold, 1824) 71-1, 100-1, 114-1, 164-1, 198-1
Panulirus laevicauda (Latreille, 1817) 80-1
Panulirus longipes (A. Milne Edwards, 1868) 110-3, 112-1
Panulirus ornatus (Fabricius, 1790) 117-1, 122-1, 177-1, 178-1
Panulirus pascuensis Reed, 1959 39-1
Panulirus penicillatus (Olivier, 1791) 71-1, 103-1, 160-1
Panulirus polyphagus (Herbst, 1793) 198-1
Panulirus regius de Brito Capello, 1864 33-1, 35-1, 71-1, 116-1, 162-1
Panulirus versicolor (Latreille, 1804) 46-1, 62-1, 112-1, 122-1, 126-1, 128-1, 143-1, 187-1
Panulirus sp. 10-1, 122-1, 166-1, 198-1
【FAMILY SCYLLARIDAE】
Evibacus princeps S. I. Smith, 1869 139-1
Parribacus antarcticus (Lund, 1793) 67-1, 81-1
Parribacus caledonicus Holthuis, 1960 128-1
Scyllarides aequinoctalis (Lund, 1793) 80-1
Scyllarides latus (Latreille, 1802) 35-1, 162-1
Scyllarides nodifer (Stimpson, 1866) 81-1
Scyllarides obtusus Holthuis, 1993 153-2
Scyllarus arctus (Linnaeus, 1758) 107-2, 145-1
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Scyllarus depressus (S. I. Smith, 1881) 20-1
【FAMILY SYNAXIDAE】
Palinurellus gundlachi Von Martens, 1878 80-1
【FAMILY COENOBITIDAE】
Birgus latro (Linnaeus, 1758) 26-1, 42-1, 44-1, 67-1, 103-1, 115-1, 122-1, 134-1, 166-1, 177-1, 179-2, 180-1,
187-1, 203-1
Coenobita brevimanus Dana, 1852 42-1, 166-1, 179-2
Coenobita clypeatus (Herbst, 1791) 69-1, 107-1, 125-1, 187-1
Coenobita perlatus H. Milne Edwards, 1837 67-1, 179-2
Coenobita rugosus H. Milne Edwards, 1837 42-1
Coenobita scaevola (Forskål, 1775) 55-1
【FAMILY DIOGENIDAE】
Aniculus ursus (Olivier, 1811) 110-3
Calcinus elegans (H. Milne Edwards, 1836) 44-1
Clibanarius humilis Dana, 1852 44-1
Dardanus arrosor (Herbst, 1796) 113-2, 119-1,131-1, 138-2, 179-1
Dardanus guttatus (Olivier, 1811) 110-3
Dardanus megistos (Herbst, 1804) 13-1, 26-1, 164-2, 166-1, 180-1, 187-1, 193-1, 203-1
Dardanus venosus (H. Milne Edwards, 1848) 10-1, 19-1, 20-1, 37-1, 80-1
Paguristes cadenati Forest, 1954 18-1
Paguristes grayi Benedict, 1901 37-1, 120-1
Paguristes sp. 8-1
Petrochirus diogenes (Linnaeus, 1758) 27-1, 51-1
Trizopagurus strigatus (Herbst, 1804) 44-1
【FAMILY PAGURIDAE】
Pagurus bernhardus (Linnaeus, 1758) 47-1, 58-1, 101-1, 152-1, 167-1, 192-1
Pagurus excavatus (Herbst, 1791) 52-1, 107-2
Pagurus prideaux Leach, 1815 95-1
Pagurus sp. 80-1
Pylopaguropsis magnimanus (Henderson, 1896) 44-1
【FAMILY LITHODIDAE】
Lithodes ferox Filhol, 1885 132-1
Lithodes murrayi Herderson, 1888 68-1
Lithodes santolla (Molina, 1782) 39-1
Lithodes turritus Ortmann, 1892 198-1
Neolithodes grimaldii (A. Milne Edwards & 
Bouvier, 1894)
79-1
Paralithodes brevipes (H. Milne Edwards & Lucas, 
1841)
149-1, 198-1
Paralithodes camtschatica (Tilesius, 1815) 135-1, 189-1
Paralomis granulosa (Hombron & Jacquinot, 1846) 63-1




Munida gregaria (Fabricius, 1793) 63-1
Munidopsis sp. 128-1
【FAMILY PORCELLANIDAE】
Neopetrolisthes maculatus (H. Milne Edwards, 
1837)
80-1, 187-1
Neopetrolisthes ohshimai Miyake, 1937 111-1
Petrolisthes monodi Chace, 1956 69-1
【FAMILY DROMIIDAE】
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Dromia personata (Linnaeus, 1758) 177-1
Dromidiopsis edwardsi Rathbun, 1919 138-1
【FAMILY RANINIDAE】
Lyreidus tridentatus De Haan, 1841 128-1
Ranina ranina (Linnaeus, 1758) 41-1, 77-1, 166-1, 177-1
【FAMILY CALAPPIDAE】
Ashtoret lunaris (Forskål, 1775) 178-1
Calappa calappa (Linnaeus, 1758) 128-1
Calappa flammea (Herbst, 1794) 80-1
Calappa galloides Stimpson, 1859 127-1
Calappa granulata (Linnaeus, 1758) 52-1, 107-2, 121-1
Calappa rubroguttata Herklots, 1851 75-1
Matuta planipes Fabricius, 1798 178-1
Mursia musorstomia Galil, 1993 128-1
【FAMILY LEUCOSIIDAE】
Persephona mediterranea (Herbst, 1794) 46-1, 81-1
【FAMILY MAJIDAE】
Chionoecetes opilio (Fabricius, 1780) 79-1, 100-1, 104-1, 135-1
Eurypodius latreillii Guérin, 1828 63-1
Huenia heraldica (De Haan, 1837) 112-1
Hyas araneus (Linnaeus, 1758) 79-1, 88-1
Hyas coarctatus Leach, 1815 79-1
Lissa chiragra (Fabricius, 1775) 107-2
Macrocheira kaempferi (Temminck, 1836) 119-1
Macropodia longirostris (Fabricius, 1775) 107-2
Maja crispata Risso, 1827 67-1
Maja squinado (Herbst, 1788) 70-1, 75-1, 101-1, 107-2, 113-2, 162-1
Mithraculus forceps A. Milne Edwards, 1875 27-1
Mithraculus sculptus (Lamarck, 1818) 81-1
Mithrax spinosissimus (Lamarck, 1818) 81-1, 127-1, 139-1, 159-1
Oxypleurodon orbiculatus (Guinot & Richer de 
Forges, 1985)
128-1
Platymaia alcocki Rathbun, 1918 41-1
Pugettia sp. 110-1
Rochinia carpenteri (W. Thomson, 1873) 132-1
Schizophrys aspera (H. Milne Edwards, 1834) 112-1
Stenorhynchus seticornis (Herbst, 1788) 18-1, 27-1, 56-1, 159-1
【FAMILY PARTHENOPIDAE】
Parthenope longimanus (Linnaeus, 1764) 41-1
Parthenope massena (Roux, 1830) 52-1
Parthenope valida De Haan, 1839 135-1
【FAMILY ATELECYCLIDAE】
Atelecyclus undecimdentatus (Herbst, 1783) 113-1
Erimacrus isenbeckii (Brandt, 1848) 135-1
Peltarion spinulosum (White, 1843) 129-1
【FAMILY CANCRIDAE】
Cancer borealis Stimpson, 1859 156-1
Cancer pagurus Linnaeus, 1758 5-1, 47-1, 58-1, 73-1, 85-1, 101-1, 107-2, 177-1, 190-1
Cancer setosus Molina, 1782 39-1
【FAMILY GERYONIDAE】
Chaceon granulatus (T. Sakai, 1978) 138-1
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Chaceon maritae (Manning & Holthuis, 1981) 132-1
【FAMILY PORTUNIDAE】
Carcinus aestuarii Nardo, 1847 5-1, 29-1, 107-2, 119-1, 184-1, 185-1
Carcinus maenas (Linnaeus, 1758) 82-1, 101-1, 124-1, 138-1
Callinectes amnicola (de Rochebrune, 1883) 33-1
Callinectes marginatus (A. Milne Edwards, 1861) 8-1
Callinectes sapidus Rathbun, 1896 27-1, 36-1, 51-1, 70-1, 81-1, 118-1, 127-1, 138-1, 159-1, 177-1, 193-1
Charybdis bimaculata (Miers, 1886) 198-1
Liocarcinus holsatus (Fabricius, 1798) 147-1
Lissocarcinus orbicularis Dana, 1852 103-1, 166-1
Necora puber (Linnaeus, 1767) 101-1, 107-2, 127-1, 153-1, 154-1, 162-1
Ovalipes punctatus (De Haan, 1833) 146-1
Portunus granulatus (H. Milne Edwards, 1834) 112-1
Portunus pelagicus (Linnaeus, 1758) 69-1, 77-1, 122-1, 167-1, 177-1, 178-1, 198-1
Portunus sanguinolentus (Herbst, 1783) 198-1
Portunus sayi (Gibbes, 1850) 56-1, 127-1
Portunus sebae (H. Milne Edwards, 1834) 80-1
Portunus trituberculatus (Miers, 1876) 135-1, 146-1
Sanquerus validus (Herklots, 1851) 98-1
Scylla sp. 64-1, 122-1, 178-1, 180-1, 198-1
Thalamitoides quadridens A. Milne Edwards, 1869 44-1
【FAMILY BYTHOGRAEIDAE】
Bythograea thermydron Williams, 1980 85-1
Bythograea sp. 186-1
【FAMILY GONEPLACIDAE】




Carpilius corallinus (Herbst, 1783) 8-2, 10-1, 19-1, 20-1, 27-1, 51-1, 56-1, 80-1, 81-1, 138-1, 186-1
Carpilius maculatus (Linnaeus, 1758) 26-1, 49-1, 67-1, 77-1, 103-1, 105-1, 112-1, 126-1, 160-1, 166-1, 187-1, 203-1
Liagore rubromaculata (De Haan, 1835) 41-1
【FAMILY TETRALIIDAE】
Tetralia nigrolineata Serène & Dat, 1957 111-1
【FAMILY TRAPEZIIDAE】
Trapezia cymodoce (Herbst, 1801) 44-1
Trapezia ferruginea Latreille, 1825 44-1
Trapezia guttata Rüppell, 1830 44-1
Trapezia rufopunctata (Herbst, 1799) 44-1
Trapezia septata Dana, 1852 13-1
【FAMILY XANTHIDAE】
Atergatis floridus (Linnaeus, 1767) 112-1
Atergatis subdentatus (De Haan, 1835) 135-1
Etisus laevimanus Randall, 1840 112-1
Etisus splendidus Rathbun, 1906 103-1, 128-1, 166-1
Lophozozymus pictor (Fabricius, 1798) 103-1, 164-2, 166-1, 187-1
Lophozozymus pulchellus A. Milne Edwards, 1867 44-1
Pilodius areolatus (H. Milne Edwards, 1834) 44-1
Platypodiella georgei Den Hartog & Türkay, 1991 153-2
Platypodiella spectabilis (Herbst, 1794) 86-1
Xantho poressa (Olivi,1792) 78-1
Zosimus aeneus (Linnaeus, 1758) 44-1, 117-1, 140-1
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【FAMILY MENIPPIDAE】
Baptozius vinosus (H. Milne Edwards, 1834) 151-1
Eriphia sebana (Shaw & Nodder, 1803) 140-1, 166-1, 187-1
Eriphia verrucosa (Forskål, 1775) 19-1, 107-2, 141-1
Menippe mercenaria (Say, 1818) 127-1, 177-1
【FAMILY PLATYXANTHIDAE】
Homalaspis plana (H. Milne Edwards, 1834) 39-1
【FAMILY PANOPEIDAE】
Rhithropanopeus harrisii (Gould, 1841) 15-2
【FAMILY PILUMNIDAE】
Lybia tessellata (Latreille, 1812) 44-1
Pilumnus hirtellus (Linnaeus, 1761) 107-2
Pilumnus sp. 145-1
【FAMILY POTAMIDAE】
Johora singaporensis Ng, 1986 164-2
Potamon fluviatile (Herbst, 1785) 131-1
Thaiphusa sirikit (Naiyanetr, 1992) 178-1




Guinotia dentata (Latreille, 1825) 56-1
【FAMILY PARATHELPHUSIDAE】  
Irmengardia johnsoni Ng & Yang, 1985 164-2
Parathelphusa reticulata Ng, 1989 164-2
【FAMILY OCYPODIDAE】
Ocypode ceratophthalmus (Pallas, 1772) 42-1, 44-1, 77-1, 110-3, 122-1, 151-1, 166-1, 179-2, 187-1, 203-1
Ocypode cordimana Latreille, 1818 42-1, 44-1
Ocypode cursor (Linnaeus, 1758) 52-1, 75-1
Ocypode gaudichaudii H. Milne Edwards & Lucas, 
1843
50-1
Ocypode quadrata (Fabricius, 1787) 8-2, 11-1, 81-1, 159-1, 197-1
Ocypode sp. 18-1, 167-1, 177-1
Uca arcuata (De Haan, 1833) 135-1
Uca chlorophthalmus (H. Milne Edwards, 1852) 44-1
Uca coarctata (H. Milne Edwards, 1852) 151-1
Uca crassipes (Adams & White, 1848) 67-1, 180-1
Uca lactea (De Haan, 1835) 55-1, 173-1
Uca pugilator (Bosc, 1802) 18-1, 127-1
Uca pugnax (S. I. Smith, 1870) 155-1, 159-1
Uca tangeri (Eydoux, 1835) 8-1, 71-1
Uca tetragonon (Herbst, 1790) 117-1, 140-1, 166-1, 203-1
Uca thayeri Rathbun, 1900 27-1
Uca vocans (Linnaeus, 1758) 164-2, 198-1
Uca vomeris McNeill, 1920 13-1
Uca sp. 64-1, 112-1, 118-1, 166-1 
【FAMILY GECARCINUCIDAE】
Phricotelphusa limula (Hilgendorf, 1882) 178-1
Phricotelphusa sirindhorn Naiyanetr, 1989 178-1
【FAMILY GECARCINIDAE】
Cardisoma armatum Herklots, 1851 21-1, 70-1, 75-1
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Cardisoma carnifex (Herbst, 1794) 44-1, 64-1, 117-1, 140-1, 151-1, 203-1
Cardisoma guanhumi Latreille, 1825 8-2, 51-1, 81-1, 127-1, 177-1
Cardisoma hirtipes Dana, 1851 42-1
Cardisoma longipes (A. Milne Edwards, 1873) 134-1
Gecarcinus lagostoma H. Milne Edwards, 1837 12-1
Gecarcinus lateralis (de Fréminville, 1835) 8-2, 22-1
Gecarcinus ruricola (Linnaeus, 1758) 51-1, 56-1, 81-1, 127-1, 177-1, 188-1
Gecarcoidea natalis (Pocock, 1898) 42-1
【FAMILY MICTYRIDAE】
Mictyris brevidactylus Stimpson, 1858 151-1
【FAMILY GRAPSIDAE】
Geograpsus crinipes (Dana, 1851) 42-1
Geograpsus grayi (H. Milne Edwards, 1853) 42-1, 44-1, 134-1
Geograpsus stormi (De Man, 1895) 42-1
Goniopsis cruentata (Latreille, 1803) 37-1
Goniopsis pelii (Herklots, 1851) 8-1
Grapsus albolineatus Lamarck, 1818 166-1
Grapsus grapsus (Linnaeus, 1758) 12-1, 19-1, 23-1, 59-1, 61-1, 75-1, 80-1, 127-1, 142-1, 162-1
Grapsus tenuicrustatus (Herbst, 1783) 42-1
Leptograpsus variegatus (Fabricius, 1793) 129-1
Metopograpsus frontalis Miers, 1880 166-1
Pachygrapsus marmoratus (Fabricius, 1787) 148-1
【FAMILY PLAGUSIIDAE】
Percnon planissimum (Herbst, 1804) 112-1, 166-1
Plagusia chabrus (Linnaeus, 1758) 129-1
Plagusia depressa (Fabricius, 1775) 81-1
【FAMILY SESARMIDAE】
Aratus pisonii (H. Milne Edwards, 1837) 27-1
Metasesarma rousseauxi H. Milne Edwards, 1853 42-1
Parasesarma erythrodactyla (Hess, 1865) 64-1
Sesarma cinereum (Bosc, 1802) 127-1
Sesarma sp. 64-1
【FAMILY VARUNIDAE】
Eriocheir sinensis H. Milne Edwards, 1853 40-1, 177-1, 188-1, 198-1
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Table 2. Checklist of postage stamps depicting crustaceans from 1871 through 2002. The following information is given in the columns.
1. Serial number of PSC. Combination of the first two numbers (cord number) indicates country, region or organization. With
the third number the serial number means PSC of the Omori’s collection. 2. Name of country, region or organization, 3. Year of
issue, 4. Name or description of the image, 5. Scott catalogue number, 6. Face value. 7. Prominence of the image. Incorrect and/
or misspelled expressions of genus and species name on PSC are indicated as“NOT”in parentheses. “AS”means that the image









1-1-1 AFARS & ISSAS
(see also DJIBOUTI)
1975 HERMIT CRAB, LEFT CORNER OF Murex SHELL 386 20F C
-2 1975 PORTUNID CRAB & OCYPODID CRAB, LEFT CORNER OF 
Ranella SHELL
388 40F C
-3 1975 HERMIT CRAB, AS 386 BUT DIFFERENT COLOR 389 45F C
-4 1976 PORTUNID CRAB, LEFT CORNER OF Murex SHELL 383 5F C
2-1-1 AFGHANISTAN 1938 STYLIZED CRAB, CANCER CONTROL RA2 15Fs C
-2 1970 STYLIZED CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD 817 2Fs C
-3 1970 STYLIZED CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD 818 6Fs C
3-1-1 AJMAN (U. A. E.) 1971 STYLIZED CRAYFISH, SIGN OF ZODIAC, NOTRE DAME 
WINDOW 
(ML.772) 10Np C
-2 1972 STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFT MARGIN OF FISH STAMP (ML.1312) 5Np C
-3 1972 STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFT MARGIN OF FISH STAMP (ML.1313) 10Np C
-4 1972 STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFT MARGIN OF FISH STAMP (ML.1314) 15Np C
-5 1972 STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFT MARGIN OF FISH STAMP (ML.1315) 20Np C
-6 1972 STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFT MARGIN OF FISH STAMP (ML.1316) 25Np C
-7 1972 STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFT MARGIN OF FISH STAMP (ML.1317) 50Np C
-8 1972 STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFT MARGIN OF FISH STAMP (ML.1318) 75Np C
-9 1972 STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFT MARGIN OF FISH STAMP (ML.1319) 1R C
4-1-1 ÅLAND (FINNISH) 1997 Mysis relicta & Saduria entomon 86 30P A
5-1-1 ALBANIA 1968 Homarus gammarus (NOT H. vulgaris) 1171 20Q A
-2 1968 Cancer pagurus 1173 50Q A
-3 1968 Palinurus elephas (NOT P. vulgaris) 1174 70Q A
-4 1968 Carcinus aestuarii 1175 80Q A
-5 1968 Nephrops norvegicus 1176 90Q A
-6 2002 CRAB, WITH TORPEDO FISH, ONE OF 6 STAMPS OF A 
BLOCK, MEDITERRANEAN SEA FAUNA
2695e 50L B
-7 2002 SHRIMP, WITH OCTOPUS, ONE OF 6 STAMPS OF A BLOCK, 
MEDITERRANEAN SEA FAUNA
2695f 50L B
6-1-1 ALDERNEY (BRITISH) 1993 Panulirus argus (NOT Palinurus elephas) 69a 24P A
7-1-1 ALGERIA 1970 Aristaeopsis edwardsiana (NOT Aristaemorpha foliacea) 435 30C A
-2 1970 Balanus perforatus ON Pinna SHELL 436 40C B
-3 1992 Palinurus elephas 969 7.50D A
－ ALGERIE (see ALGERIA)
8-1-1 ANGOLA 1998 Paguristes sp. (NOT Pagurites sp.), INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 1029a 100000K A
-2 1998 Callinectes marginatus, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 1029b 100000K A
-3 1998 BARNACLES WITH Thais forbesi, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 1029c 100000K  B
-4 1998 BARNACLES WITH Ostrea tulipa, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 1029d 100000K  B
-5 1998 Balanus amphitrite (NOT B. amohitrite), INTL YEAR OF THE 
OCEAN
1029e 100000K  A
-6 1998 Uca tangeri, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 1029f 100000K A
-7 1998 Goniopsis pelii, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN, M/S 1031 300000K A
8-2-1 ANGUILLA (BRITISH) 1967 HERMIT CRAB WITH SEA ANEMONE & STARFISH 28 60C A
-2 1968 Panulirus argus 31 $5 A
-3 1969 HERMIT CRAB, AS 28, OVPTD “INDEPENDENCE” 64 60C A
-4 1969 HERMIT CRAB, AS 28, OVPTD “CHRISTMAS” 82 60C A
-5 1969 Panulirus argus, AS 31, OVPTD “INDEPENDENCE” 67 $5 A
-6 1970 ?Gecarcinus lateralis 99 1C C
-7 1970 ?Homarus sp. 100 2C C
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-8 1970 ?Gecarcinus lateralis 101 3C C
-9 1970 ?Homarus sp. 102 4C C
-10 1970 ?Homarus sp. 103 5C C
-11 1970 ?Homarus sp. 104 6C C
-12 1970 ?Gecarcinus lateralis 105 10C C
-13 1970 ?Gecarcinus lateralis 106 15C C
-14 1970 ?Gecarcinus lateralis 107 20C C
-15 1970 ?Gecarcinus lateralis 108 25C C
-16 1970 ?Homarus sp. 109 40C C
-17 1970 ?Homarus sp. 110 60C C
-18 1970 ?Homarus sp. 111 $1 C
-19 1970 ?Gecarcinus lateralis 112 $2.50 C
-20 1970 ?Gecarcinus lateralis 113 $5.00 C
-21 1982 Panulirus argus, BAGGING LOBSTERS 476 $1 B
-22 1983 Panulirus argus, AS 476, OVPTD “ABOLITION OF SLAVERY” 546C $1 B
-23 1985 Panulirus argus, AS 476, OVPTD “INTL YOUTH YEAR” 646 $1 B
-24 1987 Ocypode quadrata 746 35C A
-25 1987 Cardisoma guanhumi 748 $2 A
-26 1988 Carpilius corallinus 769 80C A
-27 1988 Panulirus argus, CHRISTMAS 1988, S/S 772 $6 A
9-1-1 ANTIGUA 1967 Panulirus argus, FLAG & MAP 186 4C B
(see also ANTIGUA & 
BARBUDA)
10-1-1 ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 1990 Dardanus venosus 1275 10C A
(see also BARBUDA)
 -2 1990 Panulirus argus 1276 20C A
 -3 1990 Hippolysmata wurdemanni 1280 $2 A
 -4 1990 Carpilius corallinus 1281 $3 A
 -5 1991 SHRIMPS IN BARBECUE, DISNEY CATOON, PHILA NIPPON 
’97
1440 $1 C
 -6 1994 Hoplometopus antillensis 1806i 50C A
 -7 1994 Hoplometopus antillensis, TAIL ONLY 1806g 50C B
 -8 2002 Panulirus sp., ENDANGERED ANIMALS, ONE OF 9 STAMPS, 
S/S
2570g $1.50 A
11-1-1 ARUBA 1990 Periclimenes pedersoni 56 60C A
 -2 1990 Stenopus hispidus 58 100C A
 -3 2001 CRAB, CANCER CONTROL B28 100C+50C C
 -4 2002 Ocypode quadrata WITH HAWKSBILL TURTLE, CHILD 
WELFARE
B65 60C+30C C
12-1-1 ASCENSION (BRITISH) 1956 Gecarcinus lagostoma 71 1S A
 -2 1972 Gecarcinus lagostoma, THE QUEEN'S 25TH WEDDING 
ANNIVERSARY
164 2P B
 -3 1972 Gecarcinus lagostoma, THE QUEEN'S 25TH WEDDING 
ANNIVERSARY
165 16P B
 -4 1982 Grapsus grapsus 307 15P A
 -5 1989 Gecarcinus lagostoma 463 15P A
 -6 1989 Gecarcinus lagostoma 464 18P A
 -7 1989 Gecarcinus lagostoma 465 25P A
 -8 1989 Gecarcinus lagostoma 466 ￡1 A
 -9 1989 Gecarcinus lagostoma, AS 463~466, M/S 467 － A
13-1-1 AUSTRALIA 1954 Euphausia superba 276 3S1/2P C
 -2 1966 Dardanus megistos 404 9C A
 -3 1973 Stenopus hispidus 554 1C A
 -4 1973 Uca vomeris 555 2C A
 -5 1973 Trapezia areolata 556 3C A
 -6 1984 Amaryllis philatelica 902 2C A
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 -7 1987 Cherax sp., WITH BOYS 1040 37C B
 -8 1990 Euphausia superba, AUSTRALIA/ USSR JOINT ISSUE 1183 $1.10 A
 -9 1990 Euphausia superba, AS 1183, WITH ANOTHER STAMP, S/S 1183a $1.10 A
 -10 2002 BALANIDS & PAGURID ON LITTLE CREATURE “BUNYIP” 2091 45C C
 -11 2002 AS 2091, ONE OF 6 STAMPS, S/S 2096b 45C C
 -12 2002 AS 2091, SELF-ADHESIVE 2097 45C C
 -13 2002 AS 2091, BOOKLET PANE 2097b 45C C
14-1-1 AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC 1973 Euphausia superba L23 1C A 
TERRITORY
1973 Euphausia superba, PENGUIN'S FEEDING L25 7C B
15-1-1 AUSTRIA 1937 STYLIZED LOBSTER, ROSE & ZODIAC 388 12G C
 -2 1937 STYLIZED LOBSTER, ROSE & ZODIAC 389 24G C 
 -3 1976 ? STYLIZED CRAB, MASK SHOWING LARGE CLAWS 1043 2.50S C
15-2-1 AZERBAIJAN 2001 Rhithropanopeus harrisii, WITH STURGEON 715 3000M B
16-1-1 BAHAMAS 1971 Panulirus argus 329 $2 A
 -2 1973 Panulirus argus, AS 329, WMK. SIDEWAYS 329a $2 A
 -3 1976 Panulirus argus, AS 329, WMK. SIDEWAYS 329b $2 A
 -4 1978 Panulirus argus, AS 329, PERF. 14 1/2 × 14 442 $2 A
 -5 1981 Panulirus argus 503a 30C A
 -6 1981 Panulirus argus, AS 329, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, S/S 502 30C A
 -7 1994 Lysmata amboinensis, LOWER MARGIN OF THE STAMP, S/S 816 $2 A
 -8 1995 Panulirus argus, FAO SUSTAINABLE FISHING 838 70C B
 -9 1997 Stenopus hispidus, CLEANING MOUTH OF BIG FISH 893 15C B
 -10 1999 Panulirus argus, NATIONAL TRUST 40TH ANNIVERSARY 940 55C A
17-1-1 BANGLADESH 1974 STYLIZED LOBSTER, COPERNICUS 61 25P C
 -2 1974 STYLIZED LOBSTER, AS 61 62 75P C
 -3 1983 Macrobrachium rosenbergii 225 50P A 
 -4 1983 Macrobrachium rosenbergii, AS 225, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, S/S 228a 50P A
 -5 1991 Penaeus monodon 405 6T A
 -6 1991 Macrobrachium equidens (NOT Metapenaeus monoceros) 406 6T A
 -7 1995 Macrobrachium rosenbergii, TRADE PRODUCTS 479 4T B
 -8 1995 STYLIZED CRAB, FIGHT AGAINST CANCER 483 2T C
18-1-1 BARBADOS 1965 Panulirus argus 268 2C A
 -2 1965 Uca pugilator 280 $2.50 A
 -3 1966 Uca pugilator, AS 280, WMK. SIDEWAYS 280a $2.50 A
 -4 1967 Panulirus argus, AS 268, WMK. SIDEWAYS 268a 2C A
 -5 1980 Stenorhynchus seticornis 537 $1 A
 -6 1980 Stenorhynchus seticornis, AS 535 ON S/S 537a $1 A
 -7 1985 Paguristes cadenati 646 25C A
 -8 1985 Ocypode sp. (NOT O. quadrapa) 651 50C A
 -9 1985 Paguristes cadenati, AS 646, WMK 384 646a 25C A
 -10 1985 Ocypode sp., AS 651, WMK 384 651a 50C A
 -11 1986 Paguristes cadenati, AS 646, INSCRIBED“1986” － 25C A
 -12 1987 Paguristes cadenati, AS 646, INSCRIBED“1987” － 25C A
19-1-1 BARBUDA (ANTIGUA) 1971 Eriphia verrucosa, DURER’S PAINTING (not officially authorized) － 20C A
(see also ANTIGUA & 
BARBUDA)
-2 1975 Panulirus argus 185 $2.50 A
-3 1987 Grapsus grapsus 877 5C A
-4 1987 Stenopus hispidus 880 25C A
-5 1990 Dardanus venosus, AS ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 1275, OVPTD 
“BARBUDA MAIL”
1103 10C A
-6 1990 Panulirus argus, AS ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 1276, OVPTD 
“BARBUDA MAIL” 
1104 20C A




-8 1990 Carpilius corallinus, AS ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 1281, OVPTD 
“BARBUDA MAIL” 
1109 $3 A
-9 1996 Hoplometopus antillensis, AS ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 1806i, 
OVPTD “BARBUDA MAIL”
1512i 50C A
-10 1996 Hoplometopus antillensis, TAIL, AS ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 
1806g, OVPTD “BARBUDA MAIL”
1512g 50C B
20-1-1 BELIZE 1982 Carpilius corallinus, INDEPENDENCE 647 35C A
 -2 1982 Stenopus hispidus, INDEPENDENCE 650 $1 A
 -3 1982 Scyllarus depressus (NOT Scyllarides aequinoctialis), S/S 652 $5 A
 -4 1983 Panulirus argus, COMMONWEALTH DAY 668 35C B
 -5 1984 Dardanus venosus 704 6C A
 -6 1984 Carpilius corallinus, CORAL CRAB 708 50C A
 -7 1984 Carpilius corallinus, AS 708, OVPTD “VISIT OF ARCHBISHOP” 716 50C A
 -8 1985 Carpilius corallinus, AS 708, OVPTD “NEW GOVERNMENT” 762C 50C A
 -9 1987 Dardanus venosus, AS 704, SURCHARGED 922 5C A
 -10 1988 Carpilius corallinus, AS 708,  PERF 13 1/2 708a 50C A
 -11 2000 ?Palaemon serratus, SHRIMP FARMING, INDEPENDENCE 20 
YEARS
1141 60C A
21-1-1 BENIN, P. REP. OF 1987 Farfantepenaeus notialis 643 100F A
 -2  1987 Cardisoma armatum 644 150F A
22-1-1 BERMUDA 1979 Panulirus argus 368 10C A
 -2 1979 Gecarcinus lateralis 369 12C A
 -3 2003 ?Themisto sp., BERMUDA BIOLOGICAL STATION 860 $1 A
22-2-1 BHUTAN 1986 HALLEY'S COMET, CANCER CONSTELLATION 570 15N C
22-3-1 BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA 2000 Palinurus elephas 363b 0.60M A
  － BRASIL (see BRAZIL)
23-1-1 BRAZIL 1948 STYLIZED CRAB, SITTING ON TOP OF GLOBE 684 40Cr C
 -2 1983 CRAB, ANTI-CANCER 1848 30Cr C
 -3 1983 CRAB, ANTI-CANCER 1849 38Cr C
 -4 1993 CRAB, ANTI-CANCER 2402 4500Cr C
 -5 1997 Grapsus grapsus, ILHA DA TRINDADE 100 ANOS, S/S 2628 1.23R B
 -6 1998 HERMIT CRAB, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN, ONE OF 24 
STAMPS OF A BLOCK  
2674v 0.31R B
 -7 2000 CRAB, NATIONAL COASTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 2742 0.40R B
24-1-1 BRITISH ANTARCTIC 
TERRITORY 
1984 Paraeuchaeta antarctica 105 4P A
 -2 1984 Antarctomysis maxima 106 5P A
 -3 1984 Antarcturus signiensis 107 6P A
 -4 1984 Ceratoserolis trilobitoides  (NOT Serolis cornuta) 108 7P A
 -5 1984 Parathemisto gaudichaudii 109 8P A
 -6 1984 Bovallia gigantea 110 9P A
 -7 1984 Euphausia superba 110A 10P A
 -8 1984 Euphausia superba, MARINE FOOD CHAIN 116 ￡3 A
 -9 1990 Hoploparia sp., CRETACEOUS FOSSIL 167 ￡3 A
 -10 1991 Euphausia superba, BIOMASS EMBLEM 182 31P C
 -11 1994 Euphausia superba 230e 35P A
 -12 1996 Euphausia superba, 24TH SCAR 238 76P B
 -13 1996 Euphausia superba, MINKE WHALES FEED ON EUPHAUSIIDS 246 40P B
 -14 2002 Euphausia superba, 20TH CCAMLR MEETING, ONE OF 4 
STAMPS OF A BLOCK
315d 37P A
25-1-1 BRITISH HONDURAS 1957 Panulirus argus 148 5C A
26-1-1 BRITISH  INDIAN OCEAN 1968 Dardanus megistos 28 1R A
TERRITORY 
 -2 1970 Birgus latro 21 30C A
 -3  1970 Carpilius maculatus 25 60C A
 -4  1993 Birgus latro 132 10P A
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 -5  1993 Birgus latro, WITH COCONUT 133 10P A
 -6  1993 Birgus latro, TWO CRABS 134 10P A
 -7   1993 Birgus latro ON TREE 135 15P A
 -8 2001 A PLOVER HAS A CRAB IN ITS BEAK, ONE OF 5 STAMPS, S/S  238b 50P B
27-1-1 BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS 1979 Panulirus argus 346 5C A
 -2 1979 Panulirus argus, AS 346, S/S 349a 5C A
 -3 1979 Mithraculus forceps 371 15C A
 -4 1979 Cinetorhynchus rigens (NOT Rhynchonetes rigens) 378 $2.50 A
 -5 1980 Aratus pisonii 376 60C A
 -6 1982 AS 371, INSCRIBED “1982” － 15C A
 -7 1985 Mithraculus forceps, AS “1982 STAMP”, OVPTD OFFICIAL O6 15C A
 -8 1985 Aratus pisonii, AS 376, OVPTD “OFFICIAL” O11 60C A
 -9 1985 Cinetorhynchus rigens, AS 378, OVPTD “OFFICIAL” O13 $2.50 A
 -10 1997 Uca thayeri 869 12C A
 -11 1997 Carpilius corallinus 870 15C A
 -12 1997 Callinectes sapidus 871 35C A
 -13 1997 Petrochirus diogenes 872 $1 A
 -14 1997 Stenorhynchus seticornis, S/S 873 $2 A
28-1-1 BRUNEI 1983 Fenneropenaeus indicus & F. merguiensis 300 10S A
29-1-1 BULGARIA 1967 SMALL SHRIMP OR LOBSTER & ANCHOR ON COIN 1576 20S C
 -2 1985 SEA SOVEREIGN & ARMS, HISTORICAL SAILING SHIP 3109 12S C
 -3 1993 STYLIZED CRAB, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 3803a 1.00L C
 -4 1995 Euphausia superba 3863 1.00L A
 -5 1996 Gammarus arduus 3937 5.00L A
 -6 1996 Asellus aquaticus 3938 10.00L A
 -7 1996 Astacus astacus 3939 12.00L A
 -8 1996 Palaemon serratus 3940 25.00L A
 -9 1996 Cumella limicola 3941 30.00L A
 -10 1996 Carcinus aestuarii (NOT C. mediterraneus) 3942 40.00L A
30-1-1 BURKINA FASO
 (see also UPPER VOLTA)
2000 Potamonautes sp. 1217 425F A
30-2-1 BURUNDI, REP. OF 1973 STYLIZED LOBSTER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC, ONE OF 4 
STAMPS OF A BLOCK 
431a 3F C
31-1-1 CAICOS ISLANDS 
(BRITISH)
(see also TURKS & CAICOS 
ISLANDS)
1983 Panulirus argus, WITH QUEEN CONCH 13 8C B
32-1-1 CAMEROONS U.K.T.T. 1960 PENAEID SHRIMP. AS NIGERIA 88, OVPTD “CAMEROONS 
U.K.T.T.”
74 2S6P C
33-1-1 CAMEROUN, REP. OF 1968 Panulirus regius 476 5F A
 -2 1968 Astacus astacus (NOT A. fluviatilis) 477 10F A
 -3 1968 Callinectes amnicola (NOT C. latimanus) 481 30F A
 -4 1968 Aristaeopsis edwardsiana (NOT Plesiopenaeus edwardsianus) 483 50F A
 -5 1977 STYLIZED SPINY LOBSTER C244 60r C
34-1-1 CANADA 1951 Homarus americanus & Crangon septemspinosa 302 $1 B
 -2 1951 Homarus americanus & Crangon septemspinosa, AS 302, OVPTD 
“G”
O27 $1 B
 -3 1998 Homarus americanus, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 1742 45C A
  － CABO VERDE
(see CAPE VERDE)
35-1-1 CAPE VERDE 1993 Palinurus charlestoni 646 2E A
 -2 1993 Panulirus echinatus 647 10E A
 -3 1993 Panulirus regius 648 17E A
 -4 1993 Scyllarides latus 649 38E A
 -5 1993 Panulirus regius, S/S 650 100E A
36-1-1 CAYES OF BELIZE 1984 Panulirus argus 1 1C A
-2 1984 Callinectes sapidus 2 2C A
Makoto OMORI60
37-1-1 CAYMAN ISLANDS 1973 Panulirus argus, WITH $5 COIN 307 6C C
(BRITISH)
-2 1973 Panulirus argus, AS 307, S/S 309a 6C C
-3 1974 BARNACLES ON ROCK, FLINT-LOCK PISTOL & BRAIN 
CORAL
334 5C B
-4 1974 Panulirus argus, WITH PIRATE TREASURE 338 10C B
-5 1975 Dardanus venosus 331 1C A
-6 1975 Dardanus venosus, AS 331. WMK. UPRIGHT 331a 1C A
-7 1976 Panulirus argus, AS 338, WMK 373 338b 10C A
-8 1977 BARNACLES ON ROCK, AS 334, WMK 373 334a 5C B
-9 1978 Dardanus venosus, AS 331, SMALL SIZE 40×25mm 346 1C A
-10 1978 AS 338, SMALL SIZE 4×25mm 347 10C A
-11 1979 AS 334, SMALL SIZE 40×25mm 346b 5C B
-12 1980 ? BARNACLES ON MANGROVE ROOT 453 5C B
-13 1980 Goniopsis cruentata (NOT G. crucentata) 454 10C A
-14 1982 Goniopsis cruentata, AS 454, INSCRIBED “1982” 454a 10C A
-15 1986 ? BARNACLES ON MANGROVE ROOT, AS 453, WMK. 384 453a 5C B
-16 1986 ? BARNACLES ON MANGROVE ROOT, AS 453, WMK. 384, 
PERF. 14
453b 5C B
-17 1986 Cinetorhynchus rigens (NOT Rhynchonetes rigens) 562 5C A
-18 1986 Paguristes grayi (NOT Calcinus tibicen) 564 15C A
-19 1987 Paguristes grayi, AS 564, INSCRIBED “1987”  － 15C A
-20 1987 Cinetorhynchus rigens, AS 562, INSCRIBED “1987”  － 5C A
-21 1990 Cinetorhynchus rigens, AS 562, INSCRIBED “1990”  － 5C A
-22 1990 Paguristes grayi, AS 564, INSCRIBED “1990  － 15C A
-23 1994 Lysmata amboinensis, REEF LIFE, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, S/S 676b 60C B
-24 1994 DIOGENID HERMIT CRAB, REEF LIFE, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, 
S/S
676c 60C B
  － CENTRAFRICAINE, REP. 
(see CENTRAL AFRICA, REP. 
OF)
38-1-1 CENTRAL AFRICA, REP. OF 1968 MARIE CURIE & SPEAR THROUGH STYLIZED CRAB C57 100F B
 -2 1971 STYLIZED CRAB & GLOBE, FIGHT AGAINST CANCER C91 100F C
  － CESKOSLOVENSKO 
(see CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
39-1-1 CHILE 1948 Jasus frontalis (NOT Palinurus frontalis), ONE OF 25 STAMPS OF 
A BLOCK
C124s 3P A
-2 1948 Jasus frontalis (NOT Palinurus frontalis), ONE OF 25 STAMPS OF 
A BLOCK 
254s 60C A
-3 1948 Jasus frontalis (NOT Palinurus frontalis), ONE OF 25 STAMPS OF 
A BLOCK 
255s 2.60P A
-4 1972 Jasus frontalis, CRAB, CLAMS & FISH, TOURISM 431 2.65E C
-5 1974 Jasus frontalis, ONE OF 4 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 455d 200E A
-6 1981 Jasus frontalis, CRAB & PRODUCTION 598 14P C
-7 1985 Euphausia superba, ANTARCTIC 25 YEARS 690 15P B
-8 1987 Jasus frontalis 758i 25P A
-9 1987 Lithodes santolla (NOT L. antarctica) 758m 25P A
-10 1990 Lithodes santolla 895d 40P A
-11 1991 Austromegabalanus psittacus 967d 50P A
-12 1991 Cancer setosus 967f 50P A
-13 1991 Homalaspis plana 967i 50P A
-14 1991 Rhynchocinetes typus, FLORA Y FAUNA MARINA 967m 50P A
-15 1992 Panulirus pascuensis 1010g 60P A
-16 1994 CRAB ON TOWN ARMS, 100 YEARS OF PORVENIR 1116 90P C
-17 2000 Jasus frontalis, J. FERNANDEZ ARCHIPELAGO 425 YEARS, 
ONE OF 8 STAMPS OF A BLOCK
1315e 360P A
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-18 2000 Jasus frontalis, ANTENNA AND LEGS ONLY,  ONE OF 8 
STAMPS OF A BLOCK
1315f 360P B
40-1-1 CHINA, PEOPLE’S  REP. OF 1980 Eriocheir sinensis, QI BAISHI’S PAINTING (DATED 1979) 1559 8F B
 -2 1980 Macrobrachium nipponense, QI BAISHI’S PAINTING (DATED 
1979)
1564 8F B
 -3 1980 Macrobrachium nipponense, QI BAISHI’S PAINTING (DATED 
1979)
1569 50F B
 -4 1989 CRAB, BEHIND SCREEN, ANTI-CANCER 2212 8F C
 -5 1992 Fenneropenaeus chinensis 2387 25F A
 -6 2000 A STYLIZED CRAB, LEGEND, ONE OF 5 STAMPS OF A STRIP 3049c 80F C
41-1-1 CHINA, REP. OF 1961 Panulirus homarus 1315 3Y A
 -2 1981 Liagore rubromaculata 2246 2Y A
 -3 1981 Ranina ranina 2247 5Y A
 -4 1981 Platymaia alcocki 2248 8Y A
 -5 1981 Parthenope longimanus 2249 14Y A
 -6 1981 SPINY LOBSTER, CHILD’S PAINTING 2235 5Y A
 -7 1999 SPINY LOBSTER, TAIWANESE DISH 3259a 5Y B
 -8 2001 CRAB, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 3340 12Y C
42-1-1 CHRISTMAS ISLAND 1963 Birgus latro 13 5C A
(AUSTRALIAN)
 -2 1984 Gecarcoidea natalis, FEEDING 148 30C A
 -3 1984 Gecarcoidea natalis, MIGRATION 149 40C A
 -4 1984 Gecarcoidea natalis, DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 150 55C A
 -5 1984 Gecarcoidea natalis 151 85C A
 -6 1985 Birgus latro 162 30C A
 -7 1985 Cardisoma hirtipes 163 33C A
 -8 1985 Gecarcoidea natalis 164 33C A
 -9 1985 Ocypode ceratophthalmus 165 40C A
 -10 1985 Coenobita rugosus (NOT C. rugosa) 166 45C A
 -11 1985 Metasesarma rousseauxi 167 45C A
 -12 1985 Coenobita brevimanus (NOT C. brevimana) 168 55C A
 -13 1985 Geograpsus stormi 169 60C A
 -14 1985 Grapsus tenuicrustatus 170 60C A
 -15 1985 Geograpsus grayi 171 85C A
 -16 1985 Ocypode cordimana 172 90C A
 -17 1985 Geograpsus crinipes 173 90C A
 -18 1986 Gecarcoidea natalis, CHRISTMAS, SANTA CLAUS GOLFING 192 70C C
 -19 1991 Gecarcoidea natalis, CHRISTMAS, CHILDREN’S DRAWING 315d 38C C
 -20 1991 Gecarcoidea natalis, CHRISTMAS, CHILDREN’S DRAWING 317 $1.00 C
 -21 1991 Gecarcoidea natalis, CHRISTMAS, CHILDREN’S DRAWING 318 $1.20 C
 -22 1993 Gecarcoidea natalis 355 45C B
 -23 1997 Gecarcoidea natalis & Cardisoma hirtipes, SANTA CLAUS & TIDE 
POOL
407 40C C
 -24 1997 Gecarcoidea natalis & Cardisoma hirtipes, SANTA CLAUS WITH 
TRUMPET
408 45C B
 -25 1997 Cardisoma hirtipes, SANTA CLAUS ON SLEDGE 409 80C C
 -26 1999 CRAB, CHILDREN’S DRAWING 419 45C C
 -27 1999 Gecarcoidea natalis, SANTA CLAUS IN HAMMOCK 422 40C C
 -28 1999 Gecarcoidea natalis, SANTA CLAUS & PUDDING 423 45C C
 -29 2001 A CRAB CARRYING PRESENTS 429 45C C
43-1-1 CISKEI (see also SOUTH 
AFRICA, REP. OF)
1984 Callianassa kraussi 65 11C A
44-1-1 COCOS ISLANDS 
(AUSTRALIAN)
1980 LOBSTER ON COAT OF ARMS 60 22C C
-2 1984 SHRIMPS, IN BOTTOM RIGHT OF HARI RAYA FOOD 
SETTING
108 45C B
 -3 1990 Zosimus aeneus 212 45C A
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 -4 1990 Ocypode ceratophthalmus 213 75C A
 -5 1990 ?Uca chlorophthalmus 214 $1 A
 -6 1990 Birgus latro 215 $1.30 A
 -7 1992 Lybia tessellata 249 5C A
 -8 1992 Pilodius areolatus 250 10C A
 -9 1992 Trizopagurus strigatus 251 20C A
 -10 1992 Lophozozymus pulchellus 252 30C A
 -11 1992 Thalamitoides quadridens 253 40C A
 -12 1992 Calcinus elegans 254 45C A
 -13 1992 Clibanarius humilis 255 50C A
 -14 1992 Trapezia rufopunctata 256 60C A
 -15 1992 Pylopaguropsis magnimanus 257 80C A
 -16 1992 Trapezia ferruginea 258 $1 A
 -17 1992 Trapezia guttata 259 $2 A
 -18 1992 Trapezia cymodoce 260 $3 A
 -19 1997 CRAB, FESTIVAL SEASON 325 85C C
 -20 2000 Cardisoma carnifex 333a 5C A
 -21 2000 Geograpsus grayi 333b 5C A
 -22 2000 Ocypode ceratophthalmus 334a 45C A
 -23 2000 Ocypode cordimana 334b 45C A
 -24 2002 A WHIMBREL HAS A CRAB IN ITS BEAK 337d 50C B
45-1-1 COLOMBIA 1980 SHARP-CLAWED CRAB PIERCED BY SWORD, ANTI-
CANCER
886 10P C
 -2 1996 CRAB, ISLA DE PROVIDENCIA C884 800P B
  － COMORES,  ARCHIPEL DES 
(see COMORO)
46-1-1 COMORO ISLANDS 1965 Panulirus versicolor 63 1F A
 -2 1998 Persephona mediterranea (NOT P. punctata) 886f 150F A
47-1-1 CONGO, D. REP. 1997 Homarus gammarus － 25000Nz A
 -2 1997 Pagurus bernhardus － 25000Nz A
 -3 1997 Cancer pagurus － 25000Nz A
48-1-1 CONGO, P. REP. OF 1966 STYLIZED CRAB, MICROSCOPE & PAGODA C44 100F B
49-1-1 COOK ISLANDS 1992 Carpilius maculatus 1064 20C A
 -2 1994 Carpilius maculatus, WITH PORTRAIT OF QUEEN ELIZABETH 1087 $10 A
 -3 1994 Carpilius maculatus, AS 1064, WITH BUFF BORDER 1160 20C A
 -4 1995 AS 1064, OVPTD “O.H.M.S.” O57 20C A
 -5 1998 AS 1087, OVPTD “O.H.M.S.” O69 $10 A
50-1-1 COSTA RICA 1970 STYLIZED CRAB, CANCER CONGRESS C498 10C C
 -2 1970 STYLIZED CRAB, AS C498 C499 15C C
 -3 1970 STYLIZED CRAB, AS C498 C500 50C C
 -4 1970 STYLIZED CRAB, AS C498 C501 1.10Co C
 -5 1979 Litopenaeus vannamei C742 60C A
 -6 1979 Panulirus guttatus C745 3Co A
 -7 1994 Ocypode gaudichaudii  (NOT Ocypode sp.) 473 55Co A
 -8 2000 ?SPINY LOBSTER, CENTRAL BANK OF COSTA RICA 534b 60Co C
 -9 2000 SWIMMING CRAB, CENTRAL BANK OF COSTA RICA 534d 60Co C
－ CÔTE-D’IVOIRE (see IVORY 
COAST, REP. OF)
51-1-1 CUBA 1938 SMALL CRAB, LEFT BOTTOM BORDER, P. & M. CURIE B1 2C+1C C
 -2 1938 SMALL CRAB, LEFT BOTTOM BORDER, P. & M. CURIE B2 5C+1C C
 -3 1968 Farfantepenaeus notialis, TRAWLER 1342 20C A
 -4 1969 Petrochirus diogenes (NOT P. bahamensis) 1395 1C A
 -5 1969 Stenopus hispidus 1396 2C A
 -6 1969 Panulirus argus 1397 3C A
 -7 1969 Callinectes sapidus 1398 4C A
 -8 1969 Gecarcinus ruricola 1399 5C A
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 -9 1969 Macrobrachium carcinus 1400 13C A
 -10 1969 Carpilius corallinus 1401 30C A
 -11 1975 Farfantepenaeus notialis, WITH TRAWLER 1959 13C A
 -12 1975 Panulirus argus 1960 30C A
 -13 1975 Porcellio scaber 2018 3C A
 -14 1982 Panulirus argus, FISHING BOAT 2485 4C B
 -15 1983 Panulirus argus & Farfantepenaeus notialis, STATE QUALITY 
SEAL
2613 5C B
 -16 1990 Panulirus argus, DIVING 3227 50C A
 -17 1994 Cardisoma guanhumi 3572 20C A
 -18 1994 Panulirus argus 3575 40C A
 -19 1994 Carpilius corallinus 3598 15C A
 -20 1998 RED SHRIMP, WITH  Chauliodus FISH, LISBON EXPO ‘98 3926 75C C
 -21 1998 Carpilius corallinus, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 3929 65C A
 -22 2000 Homarus sp., EL CAMARON ENCANTADO 4087 75C C
 -23 2001 Cardisoma guanhumi 4161 15C A
 -24 2001 Austropotamobius pallipes (NOT Potamobius pallipes), S/S 4163 1P A
52-1-1 CYPRUS 1989 CRAB, EUROPEAN CANCER YEAR 735 7C C
 -2 2001 Parthenope massena 978 13C A
 -3 2001 Calappa granulata 979 20C A
 -4 2001 Ocypode cursor 980 25C A
 -5 2001 Pagurus excavatus (NOT Pagiris nernhardis) 981 30C A
53-1-1 CZECHOSLOVAKIA (see also 
CZECHO, REP. OF)
1974 HERMIT CRAB, UNESCO OCEANIC STUDIES 1933 1.20K C
53-2-1 CZECHO, REP. OF (see also 1978 LOBSTER, SYMBOL IN ZODIAC RING, COAT OF ARMS, S/S 2190 10K C
CZECHOSLOVAKIA)
 -2 1998 LOBSTER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 3066 8K C
  － DANMARK
(see DENMARK)
  － D.D.R.
(see GERMANY, D.D.R.)
54-1-1 DENMARK 1984 Calanus finmarchicus, HERRING FEEDING 760 2.30K B
  － DEUTSCHE (see GERMANY)
55-1-1 DJIBOUTI, REP. OF (see also 
AFERS & ISSAS)    
1977 PORTUNID CRAB & OCYPODID CRAB, AS AFARS & ISSAS 
388, OVPTD “REP. DJIBOUTI”
445 40F C
 -2 1977 HERMIT CRAB, AS AFARS & ISSAS 389, OVPTD “REP. 
DJIBOUTI”
446 45F C
 -3 1977 Uca lactea 464 15F A
 -4 1998 Coenobita scaevola (NOT Eupagurus bernhardus), UNDERSEA 
WILDLIFE, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN
777k  75r A
 -5 2000 Periclimenes imperator (ML734) 55F A
56-1-1 DOMINICA 1973 Guinotia dentata (NOT Pseudothelphusa) 368 1/2C A
 -2 1973 Gecarcinus ruricola 369 22C A
 -3 1973 AS 368 & 369, WITH 2 OTHER STAMPS, S/S － － A
 -4 1975 Panulirus argus 464 25C A
 -5 1976 HERMIT CRAB, ON LOWER MARGIN OF A STAMP WITH 
SHELL
513 1/2C C
 -6 1976 HERMIT CRAB, ON LOWER MARGIN OF A STAMP WITH 
SHELL
514 1C C
 -7 1976 HERMIT CRAB, ON LOWER MARGIN OF A STAMP WITH 
SHELL
515 2C C
 -8 1976 HERMIT CRAB, ON LOWER MARGIN OF A STAMP WITH 
SHELL
516 20C C
 -9 1976 HERMIT CRAB, ON LOWER MARGIN OF A STAMP WITH 
SHELL
517 40C C




 -11 1976 HERMIT CRAB, ON LOWER MARGIN OF A STAMP WITH 
SHELL
519 $3 C
 -12 1976 HERMIT CRAB, ON LOWER MARGIN OF LONG-SPINED 
STAR SHELL, S/S
520 $2 B
 -13 1978 Panulirus argus, AS 464, OVPTD “INDEPENDENCE” 594 25C A
 -14 1991 SEBASTIAN THE LOBSTER, DISNEY’S “THE LITTLE 
MERMAID”
1348 10C C
 -15 1991 SEBASTIAN THE LOBSTER, DISNEY’S “THE LITTLE 
MERMAID”
1350 45C C
 -16 1992 Carpilius corallinus 1478j 65C A
 -17 1992 Cinetorhynchus rigens (NOT Rhynchocinetes rigens) 1478k 65C A
 -18 1992 Stenorhynchus seticornis 1479n 65C A
 -19 1998 Stenopus hispidus, S/S, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 2086h $1.00 A
 -20 2001 CRAB, ANCIENT STAR SIGN, MILLENIUM TYPE, ONE OF 17 
STAMPS OF A BLOCK 
2250a 55C C
 -21 2001 Portunus sayi, DIVING IN THE CARIBBEAN, ONE OF 6 
STAMPS, S/S
2278e $2.00 A
57-1-1 DOMINICAN REP. 1953 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, ANTI-CANCER FUND, CARMINE RA15 1C C
 -2 1954 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA15, DIAGONAL LINE 
THROUGH CENT SIGN “C”, ROSE CARMINE 
RA18 1C C
 -3 1956 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, SIMILAR TO RA18 BUT 
SMALLER, CENT SIGN “C”, CARMINE
RA21 1C C
 -4 1958 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA18, REDRAWN WITH 
DIAGONAL LINE THROUGH “C”, RED ORANGE
RA18a 1C C
 -5 1964 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA21, RED ORANGE RA21a 1C C
 -6 1968 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA18, EMERALD GREEN, 
NUMERAL “1” 3 mm HIGH
RA43 1C C
 -7 1969 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA18, LILAC ROSE RA46 1C C
 -8 1970 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA18, CARMINE RA18b 1C C
 -9 1971 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA18, GREEN,   NUMERAL 
LINE  “1” 3.5 mm HIGH
RA51 1C C
-10 1972 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA18, ORANGE RA56 1C C
-11 1973 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA 18, REDRAWN & 
INSCRIBED “1973”, OLIVE GREEN
RA61 1C C
-12 1974 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA18, REDRAWN WITHOUT 
DIGONAL LINE THROUGH “C” & INSCRIBED “1974”, 
ORANGE
RA67 1C C
-13 1975 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA18, REDRAWN WITHOUT 
DIGONAL LINE THROUGH “C” & INSCRIBED “1975”, VIOLET 
BLUE
RA72 1C C
-14 1976 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA18, INSCRIBED “1976”, 
GREEN
RA76 1C C
-15 1978 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA18, INSCRIBED “1977”, 
LILAC ROSE
RA82 1C C
-16 1980 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA15, INSCRIBED “1980”, 
VIOLET & DARK PURPLE
RA88 1C C 
-17 1982 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA15, INSCRIBED “1981”, 
BLUE & DEEP BLUE
RA93 1C C 
-18 1983 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA15, INSCRIBED “1983”, 
BLUISH GREEN & DARK GREEN
RA96 1C C
58-1-1 DUBAI (U. A. E.) 1963 Pagurus bernhardus 1 1N A
 -2 1963 Cancer pagurus 4 4N A
 -3 1963 Pagurus bernhardus 7 15N A
 -4 1963 Cancer pagurus 10 30N A
59-1-1 ECUADOR 1986 Litopenaeus vannamei (NOT Penaeus vanname) 1133 35S C
 -2 1986 Litopenaeus vannamei, AS 1133, BUT LARGE SIZE, ONE OF 4 
STAMPS OF A BLOCK
1137c 10S C
 -3 2002 Grapsus grapsus, FAUNA DE LAS ISLAS GALAPAGOS 1628a 25C A
  － ÉIRE (see IRELAND)
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60-1-1 EL SALVADOR 1992 CRAB, ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE 1302 2.20Co B
 -2 1998 SHRIMPS, COOKING, CAMARONES EN ALHUAISTE 1497c 1.50Co A
61-1-1 EQUATORIAL GUINEA, REP. 
OF
1985 Grapsus grapsus, WITH LAND SNAIL 93 15F A
62-1-1 ERITREA 1995 Panulirus versicolor & PENAEID SHRIMP 238 70C A
  － ESPAÑA (see SPAIN)
63-1-1 FALKLAND ISLANDS 
(BRITISH)
1983 Euphausia superba 1L76 5P A
 -2 1984 Epimeria monodon 1L78 25P A
 -3 1984 Glyptonotus antarcticus 1L77 17P A
 -4 1984 Frontoserolis pagenstecheri 1L79 34P A
 -5 1984 COPEPODA, CONSERVE MAMMAL LIFE 414 22P B
 -6 1984 Euphausia superba, CONSERVE NATURAL LIFE 415 52P B
 -7 1984 Euphausia superba, AS 415, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, S/S 415a 52P B   
 -8 1994 Lepas australis (NOT Lepas sp.) 598 1P A
 -9 1994 Campylonotus vagans 599 2P A
 -10 1994 Eurypodius latreillii 604 25P A
 -11 1994 Munida gregaria 605 50P A
 -12 1994 Paralomis granulosa 607 ￡1 A
 -13 1997 AS 607, OVPTD “1997”, REUNITED HONGKONG & CHINA, S/S 607a ￡1 A
63-2-1 FAROE ISLAND (DANISH) 1994 ?ROCK BARNACLES, SHIP AT SEA, BRUSAJOKIL’S LAY 270 1.00K C
 -2 2002 ?Balanus crenatus ON Modiolus MUSSEL 410 7.00K B
  － FOROYARS (see FAROE 
ISLAND)
64-1-1 FIJI 1991 Scylla sp. (NOT Scylla serrata) 645 38C A
 -2 1991 Sesarma sp. (NOT Metopograpsus messor) 646 54C A
 -3 1991 Parasesarma erythrodactyla 647 96C A
 -4 1991 Cardisoma carnifex 648 $1.65 A
 -5 1994 Uca sp. CAUGHT BY KINGFISHER, WITH ANOTHER STAMP, 
S/S
711b $1.50 B
 -6 1994 Uca sp., AS 711, OVPTD “JAKARTA ‘95”, S/S 711c $1.50 B
 -7 2000 Parhippolyte uveae, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, S/S 877c $10 A
65-1-1 FINLAND 1991 Astacus astacus, WITH TRAP 863c 2.10M A
 -2 2001 Praunus inermis & Idotea balthica, ONE OF 5 STAMPS, 
BOOKLET PANE
1159d 1st class A
 -3 2002 Eurytemora affinis & Bosmina (Eubosmina) coregoni, ONE OF 5 
STAMPS, BOOKLET PANE
1177d 1st class A
-4 2002 Balanus improvisus & Saduria entomon, ONE OF 5 STAMPS, 
BOOKLET 
1177e 1st class B
PANE
66-1-1 FRANCE 1978 SWIMMING CRAB, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 1523 58C C
 -2 1980 Homarus gammarus, FRENCH CUISINE 1696 0.90F B
67-1-1 FRENCH POLYNESIA 1980 Penaeus monodon 332 22F A
 -2 1986 Uca crassipes 427 18F A
 -3 1986 Coenobita perlatus 428 29F A
 -4 1986 Birgus latro 429 31F A
 -5 1987 Carpilius maculatus 455 34F A
 -6 1987 Parribacus antarcticus 456 35F A
 -7 1987 Justitia longimanus 457 39F A
 -8 1988 Lysiosquillina maculata 474 40F A
 -9 1990 Macrobrachium lar (NOT Macrobrachium) 533 50F A
 -10 1991 Maja crispata & Pagurus sp., PHILA NIPPON 574 50F B
 -11 1991 Maja crispata & Pagurus sp., AS 574, WITH ANOTHER STAMP, 
S/S
576 250F B
 -12 2002 Penaeus sp., PACIFIC OCEANOLOGIC CENTER 834 55F B
 -13 2002 Penaeus sp., PACIFIC OCEANOLOGIC CENTER 835 90F B
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68-1-1 FRENCH SOUTHERN &  
ANTARCTIC TERRITORIES
1959 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS 15 20F C
 -2 1969 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS C23 500F C
 -3 1984 Euphausia superba, BIOMASS/SIBEX, BLUE 112 1.80F C
 -4 1984 Euphausia superba, AS 112, BLACK 113 5.20F C
 -5 1985 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS, 30TH ANNIVERSARY C89 2.00F C
 -6 1985 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS, 30TH ANNIVERSARY C90 12.80F C
 -7 1989 Lithodes murrayi (NOT Lithodes) 143 1.10F A
 -8 1990 ?Scutellidium digitatus, WITH PROTOZOA 151 1.10F A
 -9 1992 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS 173 0.10F C
 -10 1993 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS 174 0.20F C
 -11 1993 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS 175 0.30F C
 -12 1994 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS 176 0.40F C
 -13 1994 Paraeuchaeta antarctica & Rhincalanus gigas C128 15.00F A
 -14 1995 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS 177 0.50F C
 -15 1997 Jasus paulensis C140 5.20F A
 -16 1997 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS, ARMY SURGEON 228 8.00F C
 -17 2000 Jasus paulensis, LE 3e MILLENAIRE, ONE OF 4 STAMPS OF A 
BLOCK, S/S 
274c 0.46Eu C
 -18 2000 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS, DELOCALISATION DU 
STEGE
278 4.12Eu C
 -19 2002 Beuroisia duhameli 308 3.66Eu C
 -20 2002 Jasus paulensis, LES JEUX OLYMPIQUES DES TAAF, ONE OF 4 
STAMPS, S/S
312b 0.46Eu A
 -21 2002 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS 295 0.01Eu C
 -22 2002 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS 296 0.02Eu C
 -23 2002 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS 297 0.05Eu C
 -24 2002 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS 298 0.10Eu C
 -25 2002 Jasus paulensis ON COAT OF ARMS 299 0.20Eu C
69-1-1 FUJEIRA (U. A. E.) 1972 Palinurus elephas (NOT P. vulgaris) (ML.1029) 55D A
 -2 1972 Coenobita clypeatus (NOT Pagurus sp.) (ML.1030) 60D A
 -3 1972 Homarus gammarus (ML.1031) 65D A
 -4 1972 Petrolisthes monodi (ML.1032) 70D A
 -5 1972 Portunus pelagicus (NOT Caprilius maculates) (ML.1033) 75D A
 -6 1992 CRAB, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC, WITH C. BERNARD (ML.1314) 1.50R C
 -7 1992 CRAB, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC (ML.1318) 10R C
70-1-1 GABON, REP. OF 1993 Palinurus elephas 777 100F A
 -2 1993 Cardisoma armatum 778 175F A
 -3 1993 Nephrops norvegicus 779 200F A
 -4 1993 Maja squinado 780 300F A
 -5 1995 CRAB, ?Callinectes sapidus, PREHISTORIC FAUNA 801k 225F B
71-1-1 GAMBIA 1984 Farfantepenaeus notialis (NOT Penaeus Duorarum) 534 55B A
 -2 1984 Uca tangeri (NOT U. pugilator) 539 2.35D A
 -3 1990 Palaemon elegans, SHRIMP INDUSTRY 996 2D A
 -4 1991 CRAB, DISNEY’S CHARACTER 1107 7D C
 -5 1999 HERMIT CRAB 2161i 3D A
 -6 1999 Lysmata debelius, AS STRAWBERRY SHRIMP 2161j 3D A
 -7 1999 ?Panulirus regius, SEA CREATURES, ONE OF 12 STAMPS OF A 
BLOCK 
2162j 3D A
 -8 1999 Panulirus penicillatus, GALAPAGOS ISLAND MARINE FAUNA 2164y 1.50D A
 -9 2001 Homarus gammarus, 200TH ANNIVERSARY OF RIJKS 
MUSEUM, JAN DE HEEM’S PAINTING 
2374c 7D C
-10 2001 Panulirus japonicus, ONE OF 4 STAMPS OF A BLOCK, 
SHIBATA’S PAINTING, S/S 
2430d 10D A
72-1-1 GEORGIA 1995 Astacus colchicus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK, M/S 139k 15C C
 -2 1995 A CLAW OF A. colchicus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK, 
M/S
139o 15C C
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 -3 1996 Astacus colchicus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK, M/S 144m 10C A
73-1-1 GERMANY 
(see also GERMAN D. REP.)
1982 TINY LOBSTER, 400TH ANNIV. OF THE GREGORIAN 
CALENDAR 
1383 60Pf C
 -2 1990 Homarus gammarus & Cancer pagurus, NATURE PROTECTION 1598 100Pf B
 -3 1991 CRAYFISH, PROVINCIAL ARMS, TOWN CHARTERS 700TH 
ANNIVERSARY
1644 60Pf C
74-1-1 GERMAN, D. REP. (see also 
GERMANY)
1983 Astacus astacus, CITY ARMS OF COTTBUS 2365 50Pf B 
75-1-1 GHANA 1973 SHRIMPS AT MARKET 476 30P B
 -2 1990 SHRIMPS & PINEAPPLE 1210 60Ce B
 -3 1993 Calappa rubroguttata 1520 20Ce A
 -4 1993 Cardisoma armatum 1521 60Ce A
 -5 1993 Maja squinado 1522 80Ce A
 -6 1993 Ocypode cursor 1523 400Ce A
 -7 1993 Grapsus grapsus 1524 800Ce A
 -8 1993 Ocypode cursor, AS 1523, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, S/S 1523a 400Ce A
 -9 1996 Homarus sp., SEBASTIAN THE LOBSTER, DISNEY’S “LITTLE 
MERMAID”
1896 60Ce C
 -10 1996 AS 1896, ONE OF 9 STAMPS, S/S 1902h 200Ce C
 -11 2001 CRAB, ONE OF 6 STAMPS OF A BLOCK , TALE OF WHITE 
SNAKE, S/S
2208f 2500Ce C
76-1-1 GIBRALTAR (BRITISH) 1960 SHRIMP, ROCK BY MOONLIGHT 151 3D C
 -2 1960 CRAB, CATALAN BAY 152 4D C
 -3 1964 AS 151, OVPTD 165 3D C
 -4 1966 AS 152, WMK, SIDEWAYS 152a  4D C
77-1-1 GILBERT & ELLICE 
ISLANDS (BRITISH)
1975 Carpilius maculatus 237 4C A
 -2 1975 Ranina ranina 238 10C A
 -3 1975 Portunus pelagicus 239 25C A
 -4 1975 Ocypode ceratophthalmus 240 35C A
  － GREAT BRITAIN (see 
UNITED KINGDOM)
78-1-1 GREECE 1988 Artemia salina 1618 50D A
 -2 1992 ?Xantho poressa, CANCER CONTROL 1735 90D B
79-1-1 GREENLAND (DANISH) 1982 Pandalus borealis 136 10K A
 -2 1993 Neolithodes grimaldii 256 4.00K A
 -3 1993 Chionoecetes opilio 257 7.25K A
 -4 1993 Hyas araneus & H. coarctatus 258 8.50K A
 -5 2001 Meganyctiphanes norvegica 386 15.00K A
80-1-1 GRENADA 1981 Aristaeomorpha foliacea, WITH FISHING BOAT 1037 40C B
 -2 1989 CANCER, HALLEY’S PLANISPHERE, WORLD PHILATELIC 
PROGRAMS, IMPERF
B15 $5+50C C
 -3 1990 Carpilius corallinus 1887 5C A
 -4 1990 Panulirus laevicauda 1888 10C A
 -5 1990 Calappa flammea 1889 15C A
 -6 1990 Portunus sebae 1890 25C A
 -7 1990 Grapsus grapsus 1891 75C A
 -8 1990 Panulirus guttatus 1892 $1 A
 -9 1990 Justitia longimanus 1893 $3 A
 -10 1990 Panulirus argus 1894 $20 A
 -11 1990 Scyllarides aequinoctalis, S/S 1895 $6 A
 -12 1990 Palinurellus gundlachi, S/S 1896 $6 A
 -13 1991 Dardanus venosus 2025e 50C A
 -14 1997 Neopetrolisthes maculatus 2642 45C A
 -15 1997 Pagurus sp. 2644 90C A
81-1-1 GRENADA GRENADINES 
(GRENADA)
1985 Ocypode quadrata 696 $1.10 A
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 -2 1985 Panulirus argus 697 $4 A
 -3 1990 Parribacus antarcticus 1200 10C A
 -4 1990 Mithraculus sculptus (NOT Mithrax sculptus) 1201 25C A
 -5 1990 Metanephrops binghami 1202 65C A
 -6 1990 Acanthacaris caeca (NOT A. caecus) 1203 75C A
 -7 1990 Plagusia depressa 1204 $1 A
 -8 1990 Scyllarides nodifer 1205 $2 A
 -9 1990 Cardisoma guanhumi 1206 $3 A
 -10 1990 Gecarcinus ruricola 1207 $4 A
 -11 1990 Mithrax spinosissimus, S/S 1208 $6 A
 -12 1990 Persephona mediterranea (NOT P. punctata), S/S 1209 $6 A
 -13 1995 Carpilius corallinus 1728h $1 B
 -14 1998 ?Callinectes sapidus, ONE OF 12 STAMPS, INTL YEAR OF THE 
OCEAN
2042j 75C A
 -15 1999 Homarus sp., SEA EXPLORATION, ONE OF 17 STAMPS OF A 
BLOCK 
2141j 50C A
  － GRØNLAND
(see also GREENLAND)
82-1-1 GUERNSEY (BRITISH) 1995 Homarus gammarus & Palaemon serratus, FACE MADE OF 
MARINE ORGANISMS
543 24P B
 -2 1995 Homarus gammarus & Palaemon serratus, AS 543, ONE OF 8 
STAMPS, M/S
550a 24P B
 -3 1998 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, FISHING BOAT 640 1P B
 -4 1998 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, INFLATABLE DINGHY 641 2P B
 -5 1998 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, PILOT BOAT 642 3P B
 -6 1998 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, AMBULANCE BOAT 643 4P B
 -7 1998 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, CRAB BOAT 644 5P B
 -8 1998 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, FERRY 645 6P B
 -9 1998 Homarus gammraus & Carcinus maenas, WORK BOAT 646 7P B
 -10 1998 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, FISHERIES VESSEL 647 8P B
 -11 1998 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, FISHING BOAT 648 9P B
83-1-1 GUINEA-BISSAU 1990 CRAB, TEXTILE MANUFACTURING, ONE OF 10 STAMPS OF 
A BLOCK 
896h 150P C
 -2 1990 CRAB, AS 896h 899 600P C
 -3 1998 Melicertus kerathurus (NOT Penaeus kaerathrus) 1003b 170P A
  － GUINEA EQUATORIAL  (see   
EQUATORIAL GUINEA, REP. 
OF)
84-1-1 GUINEA, REP. OF 1972 SURREALISTIC CRAB 594 20Fr A
  － GUINEE (see GUINEA)
85-1-1 GUYANA 1993 Cancer pagurus, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 2665f $30 C
 -2 1996 Bythograea thermydron, WITH GIANT TUBE WORMS 3106j $30 B
 -3 1996 Bythograea thermydron, WITH UNDERWATER VEHICLE 3106m $30 B
 -4 1996 Bythograea thermydron, WITH VIPERFISH 3106n $30 B
 -5 2000 Periclimenes pedersoni, S/S 3485 $400 A
86-1-1 HAITI 1973 Platypodiella spectabilis (NOT Platypodia spectabilis) C395 50C A
  － HAUTE VOLTA
(see UPPER VOLTA)
  － HELLAS (see GREECE)
  － HELVETIA (see  
SWITZERLAND)
87-1-1 HONG KONG 1990 SPINY LOBSTER, CHINESE CUISINE 564 60C C
 -2 1990 SHRIMP, JAPANESE CUISINE 568 $1.80 B
88-1-1 ICELAND 1971 Litopenaeus setiferus (NOT Pandalus borealis) 437 20K B
 -2 1985 Hyas araneus 611 800A A
89-1-1 IFNI (MOROCCO) 1954 Homarus gammarus, DARK GREEN 74 15C A
 -2 1954 Homarus gammarus, AS 74, BROWN B19 5C+5C A
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90-1-1 INDIA 1979 Macrobrachium rosenbergii 837a 5P B
 -2 1981 Macrobrachium rosenbergii, AS 837a, WMK. 360 904 5P B
 -3 1982 Macrobrachium rosenbergii, AS 837, LITHO 837b 5P B
91-1-1 INDONESIA 1963 Macrobrachium rosenbergii 589 1R A
 -2 1983 SHRIMP, SENSUS PERTANIAN 1200 110R C
 -3 1987 STYLIZED CRAB, YAYASAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION B232 350R+25R C
 -4 1988 SHRIMP, WITH FISHING CARGO SHIP 1343 400R C
 -5 1992 STYLIZED CRAB, YAYASAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION B234 200R+25R C
 -6 1992 STYLIZED CRAB, YAYASAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION B235 500R+50R C
 -7 2002 ?REDDISH CRAB WITH GIANT CLAM, MARINE LIFE, ONE 
OF 6 STAMPS
1994b 2000R B
 -8 2002 AS 1994b, ONE OF 6 STAMPS, S/S － 2000R B
92-1-1 IRAN 1976 STYLIZED CRAB, CANCER RADIATION TREATMENT 1913 2R C
93-1-1 IRAQ 1980 CRAB CLAWS, WORLD HEALTH DAY 962 25F C
 -2 1980 CRAB CLAWS, WORLD HEALTH DAY 963 35F C
 -3 1980 CRAB CLAWS, WORLD HEALTH DAY 964 75F C
94-1-1 IRELAND 1982 Nephrops norvegicus 528 29P A
  － ISLAND (see ICELAND)
95-1-1 ISLE OF MAN (BRITISH) 1994 Pagurus prideaux 598 30P A
 -2 2001 SHRIMP ON DESH, SEAFOOD 920 36P C
96-1-1 ISRAEL 1957 STYLIZED CRAB, BETA ALPHA TEMPLE MOSAIC, M/S 132a 100Pr C
 -2 1961 STYLIZED CRAB, CANCER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 193 7A C
 -3 1961 STYLIZED CRAB, CANCER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 202 ￡1 C
 -4 1962 STYLIZED CRAB, CANCER, AS 193, SURCHARGED 216 5A C
 -5 1966 STYLIZED CRAB, ANTI-CANCER 333 15A C
  － ITALIA (see ITALY)
97-1-1 ITALY 1963 STYLIZED CRAB & HARVESTER, MAGGIORE FOUNTAIN 872 70L C
98-1-1 IVORY COAST, REP. OF 1971 Sanquerus validus 302 5F A
 -2 1971 Polycheles perarmatus (NOT P. typhlops) 309 35F A
 -3 1971 Hoplometopus callistus (NOT Enoplometopus callistus) 313 50F A
99-1-1 JAMAICA 1982 Stenopus hispidus 527 $3 A
 -2 1983 CRAB, J. DUNKLEY'S DRAWING 570 $2 B
100-1-1 JAPAN (see also RYUKYU 
ISLANDS) 
1966 Panulirus japonicus 860 10Y A
 -2 1988 CRAB, CHILD’S DRAWING 1797 40Y C
 -3 1991 CRAB AND CHILD IN A BIVALVE SHELL, 46TH NATIONAL 
ATHLETIC MEETING
1950 41Y C
 -4 1999 Chionoecetes opilio, FUKUI PREF. Z372 80Y A
 -5 1999 AS Z372, ONE OF AN HORIZONTAL PAIR OF 2 STAMPS Z373a 80Y A
 -6 2001 Chionoecetes opilio, TOTTORI PREF. Z491 50Y A
 -7 2001 AS Z491, ONE OF AN HORIZONTAL STRIP OF 4 STAMPS Z447 50Y A
101-1-1 JERSEY (BRITISH) 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, ELIZABETH CASTLE 7 1/2P C
 -2 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, LA HOUGUE BIE 8 1P C
 -3 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, PORTELET BAY 9 2P C
 -4 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, LA CORBIERE 
LIGHTHOUSE
10 3P C
 -5 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, MONT ORGUELL BY 
NIGHT
11 4P C
 -6 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, ARMS OF JERSEY 12 5P C
 -7 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, JERSEY COW 13 6P C
 -8 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, MAP OF ENGLISH 
CHANNEL
14 9P C
 -9 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, MT. ORGUEIL 15 1S C
 -10 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, MAP OF ENGLISH 
CHANNEL
16 1S6P C
 -11 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, AIR PORT 18 2S6P C
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 -12 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, LEGISLATIVE 
CHAMBER
19 5S C
 -13 1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, ROYAL COURT 20 10S C
 -14 1970 Homarus gammarus, BATTLE OF FLOWERS 32 1S6P C
 -15 1970 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, AIR PORT, DCML 46 10P C
 -16 1970 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, LEGISLATIVE 
CHAMBER, DCML
47 20P C
 -17 1970 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, ROYAL COURT, DCML 48 50P C
 -18 1971 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, ELIZABETH CASTLE, 
DCML
34 1/2P C
 -19 1971 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, LA CORBIERE 
LIGHTHOUSE, DCML
35 1P C
 -20 1971 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, JERSEY COW, DCML 36 5 1/2P C
 -21 1971 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, Mt. ORGUEIL BY 
NIGHT, DCML
37 2P C
 -22 1971 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, ARMS OF JERSEY, 
DCML
38 2 1/2P C
 -23 1971 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, LA HOUGHUE BIE, 
DCML
39 3P C
 -24 1971 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, PORTELET BAY, DCML 40 3 1/2P C
 -25 1971 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, MAP OF ENGLISH 
CHANNEL, DCML
41 4P C
 -26 1971 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, MT. ORGUEIL BY DAY, 
DCML
42 5P C
 -27 1971 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, MARTELLO TOWER, 
DCML
43 6P C
 -28 1971 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, MAP OF ENGLISH 
CHANNEL, DCML
44 7 1/2P C
 -29 1973 Maja squinado 91 2 1/2P A
 -30 1973 Homarus gammarus 93 7 1/2P A
 -31 1974 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, AS12 107 4 1/2P C
 -32 1974 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, AS13 108 5 1/2P C
 -33 1974 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, AS11 109 8P C
 -34 1982 LOBSTER, COAT OF ARMS OF JOURNEAULX 264 30P C
 -35 1983 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas ON BOTTOM BORDER 306 11P B
 -36 1983 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas ON BOTTOM BORDER 308 19.5P B
 -37 1986 ?CRAB CARAPACE & CLAW ON SAND DUNE, WITH SEA 
STOCK
397 14P C
 -38 1986 LOBSTER, COAT OF ARMS, AS 264, PERF 15x14 264a 30P C
 -39 1990 Palaemon serratus, Nephrops norvegicus & Homarus gammarus,  
SALON CULINAIRE
539 32P B
 -40 1990 SALON CULINAIRE, AS 539, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, S/S 539a 32P B
 -41 1993 Cancer pagurus 620 m.p.r. A
 -42 1993 Maja squinado 621 m.p.r. A
 -43 1994 Pagurus bernhardus & Balanus crenatus 682 23P A
 -44 1994 Necora puber (NOT Liocarcinus puber) 683 41P A
 -45 1997 CRAB HANGING FROM COW’S TAIL, UK MINIMUM 
POSTAGE
786 (23P)* C
 -46 1997 COW AT TABLE WITH A DISH OF LOBSTER, UK MINIMUM 
POSTAGE
789 (23P)* C
 -47 1998 Homarus gammarus, NATIONAL FESTIVAL 842 31P A
  － JUGOSLAVIJA
(see YUGOSLAVIA)
102-1-1 KAZAKHSTAN 1997 CLAYFISH, ZODIAC CONSTELLATIONS 179 4Te C
103-1-1 KIRIBATI 1985 Carpilius maculatus 458 50C B
 -2 1986 Birgus latro, MANRA ISLAND 475 15C B
 -3 1995 CANCER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 657 60C C 
 -4 1995 Birgus latro 669a 60C B
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 -5 1995 Birgus latro, AS 669a, OVPTD “JAKARTA 95” 672a 60C B
 -6 1996 Etisus splendidus 682 23C A
 -7 1996 Lophozozymus pictor 683 60C A
 -8 1996 Carpilius maculatus 684 75C A
 -9 1996 Lissocarcinus orbicularis 685 $1 A
 -10 1998 Panulirus penicillatus, DORSAL VIEW 715 25C A
 -11 1998 Panulirus penicillatus, FACING RIGHT 716 25C A
 -12 1998 Panulirus penicillatus, FACING LEFT 717 25C A
 -13 1998 Panulirus penicillatus, LATERAL VIEW 718 25C A
 -14 1998 Panulirus penicillatus, FRONTAL VIEW,  S/S 719 $1.50 A
104-1-1 KOREA 1997 Cambaroides similis 1845 170W A
 -2 1997 Cambaroides similis, AS 1845, COIL STAMP 1861 170W A
 -3 1999 A CRAB WITH RED FLOWER, KOREAN BEAUTY SERIES 1981f 340W C
 -4 2001 Chionoecetes opilio 1994 200W A
－ KOREAN P. REP. (see NORTH 
KOREA)
105-1-1 KUWAIT 1966 Carpilius maculatus & SHRIMP, FAO 335 4F C
 -2 1966 Carpilius maculatus & SHRIMP, FAO 336 20F C
 -3 1970 STYLIZED CRAB, W.H.O. DAY, ANTI-CANCER 502 20F C
 -4 1970 STYLIZED CRAB, W.H.O. DAY, ANTI-CANCER 503 30F C
 -5 1972 SHRIMP WITH FISH & FRUIT 557 5F C
 -6 1972 SHRIMP WITH FISH & FRUIT 558 10F C
 -7 1972 SHRIMP WITH FISH & FRUIT 559 20F C
 -8 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368a 25F A
 -9 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368b 25F A
 -10 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368c 25F A
 -11 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368d 25F A
 -12 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368e 50F A
 -13 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368f 50F A
 -14 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368g 50F A
 -15 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368h 50F A
 -16 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368i 100F A
 -17 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368j 100F A
 -18 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368k 100F A
 -19 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368l 100F A
 -20 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368m 150F A
 -21 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368n 150F A
 -22 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368o 150F A
 -23 1997 Penaeus semisulcatus, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 1368p 150F A
106-1-1 LAOS 2000 ?CRAB, ANIMALS AT RIVER, CHILDREN'S DRAWINGS 1441 3200K C
106-2-1 LATVIA 1996 Astacus astacus, PROVINCIAL ARMS 364 2S C
 -2 1997 Astacus astacus, AS 364, INSCRIBED “1997E” － 2S C
 -3 1998 Astacus astacus, AS 364, INSCRIBED “1998E” － 2S C
 -4 1999 Astacus astacus, AS 364, PERF 14, INSCRIBED “1999E” 364a 2S C
 -5 2000 Astacus astacus, AS 364a, INSCRIBED “2000E” － 2S C
 -6 2002 Astacus astacus, AS 364a, INSCRIBED “2002E” － 2S C
－ LATVIJA (see LATVIA)
107-1-1 LIBERIA 1976 Macrobrachium macrobrachion 757 25C A
 -2 1981 Macrobrachium macrobrachion, AS 757 BUT SMALLER, 
34×20mm
949 25C A
 -3 1998 Homarus americanus, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 1359h 32C A
 -4 2001 ?Coenobita clypeatus, (NOT Pagurus pollicaris), OCEAN LIFE, 
ONE OF 9 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 
－ $15 A
107-2-1 LIBYA 1996 Necora puber 1550a 100D A
 -2 1996 Lissa chiragra 1550b 100D A
 -3 1996 Palinurus elephas 1550c 100D A
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 -4 1996 Scyllarus arctus 1550d 100D A
 -5 1996 Carcinus aestuarii  (NOT C. maenas) 1550e 100D A
 -6 1996 Calappa granulata 1550f 100D A
 -7 1996 Parapenaeus longirostis 1550g 100D A
 -8 1996 Nephrops norvegicus 1550h 100D A
 -9 1996 Eriphia verrucosa 1550i 100D A
 -10 1996 Cancer pagurus 1550j 100D A
 -11 1996 Melicertus kerathurus 1550k 100D A
 -12 1996 Squilla mantis 1550l 100D A
 -13 1996 Maja squinado 1550m 100D A
 -14 1996 Pilumnus hirtellus 1550n 100D A
 -15 1996 Pagurus excavatus (NOT P. alatus) 1550o 100D A
 -16 1996 Macropodia longirostris (NOT M. tenuirostris) 1550p 100D A
 -17 1996 Eryon arctiformis, FOSSILS IN LIBYA, ONE OF 6 STAMPS, S/S 1557c 200D A
108-1-1 LIECHTENSTEIN 1976 Astacus astacus 583 25Rp A
 -2 1977 STYLIZED CRAYFISH, CANCER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 600 40Rp C
109-1-1 LUXEMBOURG 1966 Astacus astacus, CRAYFISH & MAN HOLDING FISH B253 1.5F+25C B
110-1-1 MACAO 1999 CRAB, ?Pugettia sp., MARITIME HERITAGE 977 2.50P C
110-2-1 MACEDONIA 1992 EMBLEM OF CRAB, ANTI-CANCER WEEK, INSCRIPTION AT RA2 5D C
RIGHT READ UP
 -2 1992 AS RA2, ONE OF 4 STAMPS OF A BLOCK RA5a 5D C
 -3 1992 AS RA2, INSCRIPTION AT RIGHT READ DOWN RA6 5D C
 -4 1992 AS RA6, ONE OF 4 STAMPS OF A BLOCK RA9a 5D C
 -5 1993 EMBLEM OF CRAB, ANTI-CANCER WEEK, AS RA6 RA28 20D C
 -6 1993 A BLOCK OF RA28 AND THREE STAMPS, OBLIGATORY ON 
MAIL MAR. 1-8, 1993, PERF & IMPERF, M/S
RA31 500D C
 -7 1994 EMBLEM OF CRAB, ANTI-CANCER WEEK RA44 1D C
 -8 1994 A BLOCK OF RA44 AND THREE STAMPS, OBLIGATORY ON 
MAIL MAR. 1-8, 1994, PERF & IMPERF, M/S
RA47 20D C
 -9 1995 EMBLEM OF CRAB, ANTI-CANCER WEEK RA61 1D+0.50D C
-10 1995 A PAIR OF RA61 AND A STAMP OF ROSE, OBLIGATORY ON 
MAIL MAR. 1-8, 1995, PERF & IMPERF, M/S
RA65 30D C
-11 1996 EMBLEM OF CRAB, RED CROSS, APPLE ON HAND RA78 1D C
-12 1996 AS RA78, IMPERF RA79 30D C
-13 1997 EMBLEM OF CRAB, ANTI-CANCER, TWO PERSONS  RA92 1D C
-14 1998 EMBLEM OF CRAB, ANTI-CANCER WEEK RA96 1D C
-15 1999 EMBLEM OF CRAB, RED CROSS FIGHT AGAINST CANCER RA101 2D C
-16 2000 EMBLEM OF CRAB, ANTI-CANCER WEEK RA106 2.50D C
-17 2001 EMBLEM OF CRAB, CAMPAIGN AGAINST CANCER RA111 3D C
-18 2002 EMBLEM OF CRAB, CAMPAIGN AGAINST CANCER RA116 3D C
110-3-1 MADAGASCAR 1993 Panulirus longipes (NOT Palinurus sp.) 1168a 1250Fr A
 -2 1993 Stenopus hispidus 1168b 1250Fr A
 -3 1993 Dardanus guttatus 1168c 1500Fr A
 -4 1993 Aniculus ursus 1168d 1500Fr
 -5 1998 ?Ocypode ceratophthalma, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK, 
INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN
1423n 1350Fr A
－ MALAGASY (see 
MADAGASCAR)
111-1-1 MALAYSIA 1989 Tetralia nigrolineata 391 20C A
 -2 1989 Neopetrolisthes ohshimai (NOT N. maculates) 392 20C A
 -3 1989 Periclimenes holthuisi 393 40C A
 -4 1989 Synalpheus neomeris 394 40C A
112-1-1 MALDIVES 1974 STYLIZED CRAB, CANCER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 509 7L C
 -2 1978 Schizophrys aspera 758 1L A
 -3 1978 Atergatis floridus 759 2L A
 -4 1978 Percnon planissimum 760 3L A
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 -5 1978 Portunus granulatus 761 90L A
 -6 1978 Carpilius maculatus 762 1R A
 -7 1978 Huenia heraldica (NOT H. proteus) 763 2R A
 -8 1978 Etisus laevimanus 764 25R A
 -9 1978 Panulirus longipes, S/S 765 2R A
 -10 1980 Panulirus versicolor 899 2R B
 -11 1986 Uca sp. (NOT U. uca) 1191 5R A
113-1-1 MALI, REP. OF 1966 STYLIZED CRAB, MOUNT FUJI, ANTI-CANCER C39 100F C
 -2 1972 ?Atelecyclus undecimdentatus, STYLIZED CRAB, SIGN OF THE 
ZODIAC
186 35F A
113-2-1 MALTA 1998 Maja squinado 976h 6C A
 -2 1998 Dardanus arrosor 976n 6C A
114-1-1 MANAMA (U.A.E.) 1971 Panulirus japonicus & Mersupenaeus japonicus, HIROSHIGE’S 
PAINTING
(ML.458) 20Dh A
－ MAROC (see MOROCCO)
115-1-1 MARSHALL ISLANDS 1986 Birgus latro 113 14C A
 -2 2001 CRAB, CANCER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 785d 34C C
116-1-1 MAURITANIA, REP. OF 1964 Palinurus mauritanicus 178 5F A
 -2 1964 Panulirus regius 179 10F A
 -3 1965 HAND HOLDING LIGHTING BOLTS HITTING CRAB C42 100F C
－ MAURITANIE
(see MAURITANIA)
117-1-1 MAURITIUS 1969 Zosimus aeneus 340 3C A
 -2 1969 Uca tetragonon, FIDDLER CRAB 345 20C A
 -3 1969 Stenopus hispidus 346 25C A
 -4 1969 Panulirus ornatus 354 2.50R A
 -5 1972 Uca tetragonon, AS 345 WMK. 314 UPRIGHT, HOMARD CANAL 345a 20C A
 -6 1973 Stenopus hispidus, AS 346 WMK. 314 UPRIGHT 346a 25C A
 -7 1973 Panulirus ornatus, AS 354, WMK. 314 UPRIGHT 354a 2.50R A
 -8 1974 Zosimus aeneus, AS 340 WMK. 314 UPRIGHT 340a 3C A
 -9 1975 Stenopus hispidus, AS 346, WMK 373 346b 25C A
 -10 1976 Uca tetragonon, AS 345, WMK 373 345b 20C A
 -11 1977 Zosimus aeneus, AS 340, WMK 373 340b 3C A
 -12 1977 Panulirus ornatus, AS 354, WMK 373 354b 2.50R A
 -13 1978 ?Cardisoma carnifex, LAND CRAB, SETTLEMENT OF 
RODRIGUES 
447 25C B
 -14 1985 AS 447, INSCRIBED “1985” － 25C B
 -15 1987 ?Cardisoma carnifex, AS 447, WMK 384 447a 25C B
118-1-1 MEXICO 1993 CARIDEAN SHRIMP, TOURISM CAMPECHE 1782 90C B
 -2 1993 CARIDEAN SHRIMP, TOURISM CAMPECHE 1787 1.80P B
 -3 1996 CARIDEAN SHRIMP, TOURISM CAMPECHE 1798A 3P B
 -4 1996 CARIDEAN SHRIMP, TOURISM CAMPECHE, AS 1782, 
DENOMINATION 
1967 3.00P B
 -5 1998 CARIDEAN SHRIMP, TOURISM CAMPECHE, AS 1967 1972 3.70P B
 -6 1998 ?Uca sp., ONE OF 25 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 2089i 2.30P B
 -7 1998 A GRAPSOID CRAB, ONE OF 25 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 2089j 2.30P A
 -8 1998 Litopenaeus setiferus (CAMARON CAFE), L. stylirostris 
(CAMARON BLANCO), Farfantepenaeus duorarum (CAMARON 
AZUL) & F. aztecus (CAMARON ROSADO), ONE OF 25 STAMPS 
OF A BLOCK
2089r 2.30P A 
-9 1998 Panulirus argus, ONE OF 25 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 2089s 2.30P A
-10 1998 Panulirus argus, ONE OF 25 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 2089u 2.30P A
-11 1998 Callinectes sapidus, ONE OF 25 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 2089w 2.30P B
-12 2001 CARIDEAN SHRIMP, TOURISM CAMPECHE, AS 1967 2141 10.00P B
-13 2002 Uca sp. IN MANGROVE SWAMP 2253 0.50P B




119-1-1 MONACO 1964 Macrocheira kaempferi 581 0.01F A
 -2 1975 STYLIZED CRAB, DESTROYING CANCER 972 1F C
 -3 1980 Dardanus arrosor WITH Calliactis SEA-ANEMONE 1266 0.60F A
 -4 1985 ?Homarus gammarus & ?Carcinus aestuarii 1493 2.20F C
 -5 1994 Palinurus elephas, GRAND CORDON D’'OR 1903 6F B
 -6 1994 Eryoneicus alberti, WITH DEEP-SEA FISH 1905 4.50F A
 -7 1994 Eryoneicus alberti, AS 1905, ONE OF 6 STAMPS, M/S 1905a 4.50F A
 -8 1996 CRAB ZOEA LARVA & MICROSCOPE, KING CARLOS 1993 4.50F B
120-1-1 MONTSERRAT (BRITISH) 1984 Paguristes grayi, TOPSHELL & HERMIT CRAB 543 90C A
 -2  1996 Xiphocaris elongata 885 $3.45 A
121-1-1 MOROCCO 1965 Calappa granulata 126 25C A
 -2 1965 Squilla mantis 127 40C A
 -3 1965 Aristaeomorpha foliacea 128 1.00D A
122-1-1 MOZAMBIQUE 1981 Portunus pelagicus 788 50C A
 -2 1981 Scylla sp. (NOT Scylla serrata) 789 1.50M A
 -3 1981 Fenneropenaeus indicus 790 3M A
 -4 1981 Palinurus delagoae 791 7.50M A
 -5 1981 Miyakea nepa (NOT Lysiosquilla maculata) 792 12.50M A
 -6 1981 Panulirus ornatus 793 15M A
 -7 1994 Palinurus delagoae, AS 791, SURCHARGED 1214 50M A
 -8 1994 Miyakea nepa, AS 792, SURCHARGED 1219 250M A
 -9 1995 Miyakea nepa, AS 792, SURCHARGED 1253 500M A
 -10 1998 CRAB & SHRIMP, GASTRONOMIA 1294 2000M B
 -11 2000 Miyakea nepa (NOT Lysiosquilla maculata), AS792, 
SURCHARGED
1392 10000M A
 -12 2002 Birgus latro, O MONDO DO MAR, S/S 1690 110,000M A
 -13 2002 Panulirus sp. 1664a 17000M A
 -14 2002 Panulirus sp. 1664b 17000M A
 -15 2002 CRAB 1664c 17000M A
 -16 2002 Ocypode ceratophthalmus 1664d 17000M A
 -17 2002 SHRIMP 1664e 17000M A
 -18 2002 Panulirus versicolor 1664f 17000M A
123-1-1 NEPAL 1994 STYLIZED CRAB’S CLAWS, ANTI-CANCER 545 1R C
 -2 1995 STYLIZED CRAB, WITH LUNGS, ANTI-CANCER 565 2R C
124-1-1 NETHERLANDS 1955 SWORD IN SPOTLIGHTED CRAB & MICROSCOPE B281 2C+3C C
 -2 1955 SWORD IN SPOTLIGHTED CRAB & MICROSCOPE B282 5C+3C C
 -3 1955 SWORD IN SPOTLIGHTED CRAB & MICROSCOPE B283 7C+5C C
 -4 1955 SWORD IN SPOTLIGHTED CRAB & MICROSCOPE B284 10C+5C C
 -5 1955 SWORD IN SPOTLIGHTED CRAB & MICROSCOPE B285 25C+8C C
 -6 1967 Balanus crenatus B421 20C+10C C
 -7 1967 Carcinus maenas B423 45C+20C C
 -8 1969 STYLIZED CRAB, SURREALISTIC CUBISM B449 12C+8C C
 -9 1969 STYLIZED CRAB, SURREALISTIC CUBISM B450 25C+10C C
 -10 1969 STYLIZED CRAB, SURREALISTIC CUBISM B451 45C+20C C
 -11 1974 SKEWERED CRAB UNDER LENS, ANTI-CANCER 516 25C C
 -12 1995 LOBSTER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC, BIRTHDAY CAKE 885 70C C
125-1-1 NETHERLANDS’ ANTILLES 1965 Panulirus argus, WITH FLAG 300 6C B
 -2 1989 ANTI-CANCER, QUEEN WILHELMINA FUND 618 80C C
 -3 1994 Panulirus argus, WILD LIFE 729 50C B
 -4 1994 Panulirus argus, AS 729, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, PHILA KOREA 94, 
S/S
730a 50C B
 -5 1999 Coenobita clypeatus IN SHELL   981 145C A
126-1-1 NETHERLANDS’ NEW 
GUINEA
1962 Carpilius maculatus B31 5C+5C A
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 -2 1962 Cherax communis B32 10C+5C A
 -3 1962 Panulirus versicolor B33 25C+10C A
 -4 1962 Macrobrachium lar B34 30C+10C A




1980 Palinurus elephas & Necora puber, AS ST.CHRISTOPHER-KITTS-
NEVIS- ANGUILLA 363,  OVPTD BARS COVER “ST. 
CHRISTOPHER” & “ANGUILLA”
106 40C A
 -2  1980 AS 106, OVPTD “OFFICIAL” O4 40C A
 -3 1990 Uca pugilator 606 5C A
 -4 1990 Cardisoma guanhumi 607 15C A
 -5 1990 Callinectes sapidus 608 20C A
 -6 1990 Menippe mercenaria 609 40C A
 -7 1990 Gecarcinus ruricola 610 60C A
 -8 1990 Portunus sayi 611 $2 A
 -9 1990 Calappa galloides (NOT C. gallus) 612 $3 A
 -10 1990 Mithrax spinosissimus 613 $4 A
 -11 1990 Sesarma cinereum, S/S 614 $5 A
 -12 1990 Grapsus grapsus, S/S 615 $5 A
 -13 1991 Astacus astacus, RUBENS’ PAINTING “THE FEAST OF 
ACHELOUS”
638 $4 C
 -14 1991 Astacus astacus, RUBENS’ PAINTING “THE FEAST OF 
ACHELOUS”, S/S
639 $5 C
 -15 1995 CRAB, WITH STARFISH, ONE OF 16 STAMPS OF A BLOCK, 
M/S
934p 50C B
128-1-1 NEW CALEDONIA 
(FRENCH)
1964 Hymenocera picta (NOT H. elegans) 340 17F A
 -2 1980 Parribacus caledonicus 457 5F A
 -3 1980 Panulirus versicolor 458 8F A
 -4 1982 Calappa calappa 470 13F A
 -5 1982 Etisus splendidus 471 25F A
 -6 1989 Plesionika scopifera (NOT Plesionika sp.) 610 18F A
 -7 1990 Lyreidus tridentatus C221 60F A
 -8 1990 Munidopsis sp. C220 30F A
 -9 1993 Oxypleurodon orbiculatus C254 250F A
 -10 1994 ?Fenneropenaeus sp., KOREAN CUISINE, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, 
S/S
C263d 35F B
 -11 1996 Mursia musorstomia 739 65F A
 -12 1997 Macrobrachium sp., FOLK ART 769c 100F C
 -13 2000 LOBSTER ON DISH 833 30F C
 -14 2000 Hymenocera picta (NOT H. elegans), NOUMEA AQUARIUM 849 70F A
129-1-1 NEW ZEALAND 1967 CRAB, PROMOTION OF SCIENCE, ROYAL SOCIETY 406 4C C
 -2 1981 CRAB, BOY & GIRL AT ROCK POOL B111 25C+2C C
 -3 1981 AS B111, ONE OF 4 STAMPS OF A BLOCK, M/S B111a 25C+2C C
 -4 1993 Jasus edwardsii, SEA FOODS ON BOOKLET PANE 1175 45C A
 -5 1994 STYLIZED LOBSTER, ?Jasus edwardsii, MAORI MYTHS 1224 $1.80 C
 -6 1995 Jasus edwardsii, THROW BACK UNDERSIZED 1266 45C B
 -7 1996 Palaemon affinis 1337 40C A
 -8 1996 Leptograpsus variegatus 1339 40C A
 -9 1996 Plagusia chabrus 1340 40C A
 -10 1996 PART OF Palaemon affinis 1343 40C B
 -11 1997 Peltarion spinulosum, DUMONT D’URVILLE 1417 $1.50 B
 -12 1998 Jasus edwardsii, TOWN ICONS 1550 40C A
130-1-1 NICARAGUA 1969 Panulirus argus & Litopenaeus schmitti, FISHERY SCENE C695 10C B
 -2 1989 SPINY LOBSTER, TOURISM 1761 28Co B
131-1-1 NIGER 1965 STYLIZED, HAND CRUSHING SYMBOLIC CRAB C50 100F C
 -2 1966 ATOM DESTROYING CRAB, WITH TORII GATE C66 100F C
 -3 1975 Potamon fluviatile, CRAB ON GREEK COIN 334 100F C
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 -4 1998 Dardanus arrosor, ONE OF 12 STAMPS, MARINE LIFE 982i 175F A
 -5 1998 Homarus gammarus, ONE OF 12 STAMPS, MARINE LIFE 982j 175F A
132-1-1 NIGERIA 1953 PENAEID SHRIMP, VICTORIA HARBOUR 88 2S6P C
 -2 1983 Farfantepenaeus notialis, WORLD FISHERY, PINK SHRIMP 437 10K A
 -3 1988 Farfantepenaeus notialis, PINK SHRIMP 534 10K A
 -4 1988 Melicertus kerathurus, TIGER SHRIMP 535 20K A
 -5 1988 Parapenaeus longirostris 536 25K A
 -6 1988 Nematopalaemon hastatus (NOT Palaemon hastatus) 537 30K A
 -7 1988 AS 534～ 537, 4 STAMPS, M/S 537a － A
 -8 1994 Chaceon maritae (NOT C. quinquedens) 639 1N A
 -9 1994 Rochinia carpenteri (NOT Maja squinado) 640 1.50N A
 -10 1994 Lithodes ferox 641 5N A
 -11 1994 Chaceon maritae 642 10N A
 -12 1999 CRAB, ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION 697 5N C
－ NIPPON (see JAPAN)
133-1-1 NIUAFO’OU (TONGA) 1997 CRAB ZOEA LARVA, THE OCEAN ENVIRONMENT 195 80S B
 -2 1997 COPEPODA, THE OCEAN ENVIRONMENT 196 1.50Pa B
134-1-1 NIUE 1970 Geograpsus grayi 132 3C A
 -2 1970 Cardisoma longipes 133 5C A
 -3 1970 Birgus latro 134 30C A
 -4 1976 Birgus latro, UGA HUNTING 188 $2 C
 -5 1977 Birgus latro, AS 188, SURCHARGED 210 85C C
 -6 1978 Birgus latro, AS 210 231 $4.20 C
 -7 1979 Birgus latro, AS 188 C10 $6.35 C
 -8 2001 Birgus latro 759 20C A
 -9 2001 Birgus latro 760 70C A
 -10 2001 Birgus latro 761 $1.50 A
 -11 2001 Birgus latro 762 $3 A
135-1-1 NORTH KOREA 1967 Erimacrus isenbeckii 800 2Ch A
 -2 1967 Portunus trituberculatus 801 5Ch A
 -3 1967 Paralithodes camtschatica 802 10Ch A
 -4 1967 Chionoecetes opilio 803 40Ch A
 -5 1975 CRABS, PAINTING OF LI DYNASTY 1322 10Ch C
 -6 1977 SHRIMP, BALANIDS & GLOBE FISH, AIRMAIL 1622 50Ch B
 -7 1990 Atergatis subdentatus 2898 20Ch A
 -8 1990 AS 2898, IMPERF － 20Ch A
 -9 1990 Parthenope valida (NOT Platylambrus validus) 2899 30Ch A
 -10 1990 AS 2899, IMPERF － 30Ch A
 -11 1990 Uca arcuata 2900 50Ch A
 -12 1990 AS 2900, IMPERF － 50Ch A
 -13 1994 CRAB, BEHIND OF Buccinum MOLLUSC 3360a 20Ch B
 -14 1999 Pandalus hypsinotus 3935 50Ch A
 -15 1999 Fenneropenaeus chinensis (NOT Penaeus orientalis) 3936 70Ch A
 -16 1999 Homarus gammarus (NOT H. vulgaris) 3937 80Ch A
136-1-1 OMAN, SULTANATE OF 1985 Panulirus homarus 284 200B A
 -2 1999 Fenneropenaeus indicus (NOT Penaeus indicus), ONE OF 12 
STAMPS OF A BLOCK 
412j 100B A
 -3 1999 Panulirus homarus, ONE OF 12 STAMPS OF A SHEET  412l 100B A
 -4 2002 CRAB & SHRIMP, WITH SEA TURTLE OLIVE RIDREY 439a 100B B
 -5 2002 CRAB, WITH SEA TURTLE HAWKSBILL 439c 100B B
 -6 2002 439a, 439c & TWO OTHER STAMPS, S/S 439e － B
－ ÖSTERREICH, REP. (see 
AUSTRIA)
137-1-1 PAKISTAN 1968 STYLIZED CRAB, SWORD & ATOM, ANTI-CANCER 247 15P C
 -2 1979 WARRIOR BATTLING GIANT SPIDER CRAB, ANTI-CANCER 499 40P C
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 -3 1983 CRAB, ?Homarus sp. & SHRIMP, WORLD FOOD DAY 598 3R C
138-1-1 PALAU 1986 Callinectes sapidus, AMERIPEX ‘86, ONE OF A BLOCK OF 40 
STAMPS
103al 14C A
 -2 1986 Panulirus argus, AMERIPEX ‘86, ONE OF A BLOCK OF 40 
STAMPS
103ak 14C A
 -3 1986 Callinectes sapidus, INTL YEAR OF PEACE 109 22C B
 -4 1987 Alpheus sp., WITH GOBY 178 22C A
 -5 1987 Dromidiopsis edwardsi 179 22C A
 -6 1987 Stenopus hispidus, SYMBIOSIS 182 22C A
 -7 1993 Chaceon granulatus 314a 29C A
 -8 1993 Aristaeopsis edwardsiana (NOT Plesiopenaeus edwardsianus) 314b 29C A
 -9 1993 Heterocarpus ensifer 314c 29C A
 -10 1993 Heterocarpus laevigatus 314d 29C A
 -11 1993 MYTHICAL GIANT CRAB CLUTCHING SWIMMER, ONE OF 
25 STAMPS, M/S
318a 29C C
 -12 1993 MYTHICAL GIANT CRAB, ONE OF 25 STAMPS, M/S 318f 29C C
 -13 1995 Carpilius corallinus, ONE OF A BLOCK OF 4 STAMPS 373c 32C B
 -14 1995 STYLIZED CRAB, CHRISTMAS 382b 32C B
 -15 1995 STYLIZED CRAB, CHRISTMAS 382c 32C B
 -16 1998 CRAB, THE LEGEND OF ORACHEL, ONE OF 12 STAMPS, S/S 462g 40C C
 -17 1998 HERMIT CRAB, CHRISTMAS 465b 32C C
 -18 1998 CRAB, CHRISTMAS 465c 32C C
 -19 1999 CRAB, CHRISTMAS SERIES, ONE OF A BLOCK OF 5 STAMPS 529d 20C C
 -20 1999 CRAB, CHRISTMAS SERIES, ONE OF A BLOCK OF 5 STAMPS 529e 20C C
 -21 2000 SHRIMP, MODIFIED PICTURE 564 33C A
 -22 2000 Carcinus maenas (NOT Land Crab Sesarmidae), S/S 605 $2 A
138-2-1 PALESTINAN AUTHORITY 2000 Dardanus arrosor, ONE OF 8 STAMPS OF A SHEET 132h 700F A
139-1-1 PANAMA 1965 Litopenaeus occidentalis (NOT Penacus occidentalis) C339 8C A
 -2 1976 Evibacus princeps 549 2C A
 -3 1976 Mithrax spinosissimus, S/S 553 1B A
140-1-1 PAPUA NEW GUINEA 1982 Cherax papuanus, PROTEIN FOODS 563 15T B
 -2 1995 Zosimus aeneus 885 21T A
 -3 1995 Cardisoma carnifex 886 50T A
 -4 1995 Uca tetragonon 887 65T A
 -5 1995 Eriphia sebana 888 1K A
 -6 1998 Uca tetragonon, AS 887, SURCHARGED, OVPTD “25T” ON 65T 939B 25T A
141-1-1 PARAGUAY 1972 Eriphia verrucosa, DURER’S PAINTING 1464 75C A
142-1-1 PERU 1997 CRAB ON MOCHICA POTTERY 1147 30C C
 -2 1997 Euphausia superba 1169 6.00So A
 -3 2001 Hyalella sp. 1302 1.80So A
 -4 2001 CRAB MAN, SIPAN, PRE-COLUMBIAN ARTIFACTS 1342 1.50So C
 -5 2002 Grapsus grapsus, PARACAS NATIONAL RESERVE, (DATED 
2001) 
1327 3.80So A
143-1-1 PHILIPPINES 1970 CRAB, BY ALEXANDER CALDER, ANTI-CANCER 1062 10S C
 -2 1970 CRAB, BY ALEXANDER CALDER, ANTI-CANCER 1063 40S C
 -3 1970 CRAB, BY ALEXANDER CALDER, ANTI-CANCER 1064 50S C
 -4 1988 Macrobrachium rosenbergii, CITY OF BACOLOD 1967 1.00P B
 -5 1999 Panulirus versicolor, ONE OF 4 STAMPS OF A BLOCK 2614d 5P A
－ PILIPINAS (see 
PHILIPPINES)
143-2-1 PITCAIRN ISLANDS 1998 CRAB, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 492 20C C
 -2 1998 CRAB, AS 492, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, S/S 495a 20C C
144-1-1 POLAND 1967 Homarus gammarus, JEAN DE HEEM’S PAINTING 1557 4.50Z C
 -2 1987 Euphausia superba 2782 5Z A
 -3 1996 LOBSTER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 3281 30G C
－ POLSKA (see POLAND)
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－ POLYNESTE FRANCAISE 
(see FRENCH POLYNESIA)
145-1-1 PORTUGAL 1996 CRAB ZOEA LARVA & MICROSCOPE, KING CARLOS 2084 95E B
 -2 1996 SPINY LOBSTER, TRADITIONAL CUISINE 2133 140E B
 -3 1997 Scyllarus arctus, PHYLLOSOMA LARVA 2197 80E A
 -4 1997 Pontellina plumata 2198 100E A
 -5 1998 ZOEA OF Pilumnus sp., EXPO’98 2215 50E A
146-1-1 RAS AL-KHAIMA (U.A.E.) 1972 Portunus trituberculatus & Ovalipes punctatus (ML.608) 70Dh B
147-1-1 RIO MUNI
(EQUATORIAL  GUINEA)
1968 Liocarcinus holsatus, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 70 1P C
148-1-1 ROMANIA 1966 Astacus astacus, CRAYFISH & EEL GRASS 1869 55B B
 -2 1966 Astacus astacus 1879 5B A
 -3 1966 Pachygrapsus marmoratus 1881 20B A
 -4 1986 Euphausia superba, WITH THE SHIP “SINOE” 3398 5L B
 -5 1993 Armadillidium tabacarui (NOT Armadilidium tabacarui) 3880 319L A
 -6 1998 POSTA ROMANA 45L OVPTD “450L AND FIGURE OF 
LOBSTER” AS SIGN OF ZODIAC
4211 450L C
 -7 2002 CANCER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 4494 8700L C
149-1-1 RUSSIA (see also U.S.S.R.) 1993 Paralithodes brevipes 6159 60R A
150-1-1 RUSSIA, VESSIEGONSK 1871 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, BROWN, IMPERF (CH.1) 1/2K C
 -2 1871 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, YELLOW-GREEN, IMPERF (CH.2) 1K C
 -3 1871 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, BLUE, IMPERF (CH.3) 2K C
 -4 1871 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, CARMINE, IMPERF (CH.4) 5K C
 -5 1873 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, BLACK & YELLOW, OVAL-
SHAPED, IMPERF
(CH.5) 1/2K C
 -6 1873 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, AS CH5, BLACK & ORANGE, 
OVAL-SHAPED, IMPERF, DIFFERENT WIDTH OF STAMP 
PAPER 
(CH.5a) 1/2K C
 -7 1873 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, BLACK & GREEN, OVAL-
SHAPED, IMPERF
(CH.6) 1K C
 -8 1873 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, AS CH.6, BLACK & BLUE-
GREEN, OVAL-SHAPED, IMPERF, DIFFERENT WIDTH OF 
STAMP
(CH.6a) 1K C
 -9 1873 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, BLACK & CARMINE, OVAL-
SHAPED, IMPERF
(CH.7) 5K C
 -10 1873 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, AS CH7, BLACK & 
CARMINE, THIN OUTLINES OF RIBBONS
(CH.8) 5K C
 -11 1880 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, AS CH.3, LARGER “2”, PIN-
PERF
(CH.9) 2K C
 -12 1883 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, GREISH-YELLOW PAPER (CH.10) 1/2K C
 -13 1883 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, BLUE-GREEN (CH.11) 1K C
 -14 1883 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, BLUE PAPER (CH.12) 2K C
 -15 1883 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, VIOLET-ROSE PAPER (CH.13) 5K C
 -16 1883 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, GRAY PAPER (CH.14) 1/2K C
 -17 1883 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, YELLOWISH GREEN PAPER (CH.15) 1K C
 -18 1883 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, YELLOW PAPER (CH.16) 2K C
 -19 1892 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, BLUISH ROSE PAPER (CH.17) 5K C
 -20 1895 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, BROWN, GOLD & PALE-
BROWN
(CH.18) 3K C
 -21 1895 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, AS CH.18, IMPERF (CH.18a) 3K C
 -22 1895 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, BLACK, RED, GOLD AND 
GREEN 
(CH.19) 10K C
 -23 1895 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, AS CH.19, IMPERF (CH.19a) 10K C
 -24 1910 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, BROWN (CH.20) 3K C
 -25 1913 Astacus astacus, COAT OF ARMS, AS CH.20, GUILLOCHE ROSE 
GROUND
(CH.21) 3K C
151-1-1 RYUKYU ISLANDS (see also 
JAPAN)
1968 Mictyris brevidactylus (NOT M. longicarpus) 173 3C A
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 -2 1969 Uca coarctata (NOT U. dubia) 174 3C A
 -3 1969 Baptozius vinosus 175 3C A 
 -4 1969 Cardisoma carnifex 176 3C A 
 -5 1969 Ocypode ceratophthalmus 177 3C A 
152-1 SAHARAUI, REPUBLICA 
DEMOCRATICA
The Morocco Post Office in the Universal Postal Union does not 
regard the stamps from Saharaui as legitimate.
153-1-1 ST. CHRISTOPHER-NEVIS-
ANGIILLA (see also ST. 
KITTS, ST. KITTS- NEVIS)
1978 Palinurus elephas & Necora puber 363 40C A
 -2 1980 Palinurus elephas & Necora puber, AS #363, OVPTD “OFFICIAL” O3 40C             A
153-2-1 ST. HELENA (BRITISH) 1961 Jasus tristani, AS TRISTAN DA CUNHA 46, SURCHARGED 
“RELIEF”
B1 2 1/2C+3P A
 -2 1985 Scyllarides obtusus (NOT S. herklotsi) 437 50P A
 -3 1986 STYLLIZED CRAB, HALLEY’S PLANISPHERE 458 20P C
 -4 1995 Platypodiella georgei 658 60P A
154-1-1 ST. KITTS (see also ST. 
CHRISTOPHER-ST. KITTS-
NEVIS)
1980 Palinurus elephas & Necora puber, AS ST.CHRISTOPHER-NEVIS-
ANGUILLA 363, OVPTD “ST. KITTS”
31 40C A
 -2 1980 Palinurus elephas & Necora puber, AS 31, OVPTD “OFFICIAL” O4 40C A
 -3 1984 Hippolysmata wurdemanni 141 15C A
 -4 1984 Hippolysmata wurdemanni, AS 141, OVPTD “OFFICIAL” O29 $2.50 A
 -5 1994 A LOBSTER-LIKE ORGANISM, TERTIARY AQUATIC REPTILE 
CARETTA, ONE OF 5 STAMPS OF A STRIP 
372e $1.20 B
 -6 1994 AS 372e, OVPTD “HONGKONG 94” EMBLEM 373e $1.20 B
155-1-1 ST. LUCIA 1981 Uca pugnax (NOT U. major) 541 $2.50 A
 -2 1988 SPINY LOBSTER, COOKING, TOURISM 921a 10C C
 -3 1996 DECORATION OF LOBSTER 1033 95C C
156-1-1 ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON  
(FRENCH)
1995 Cancer borealis 616b 2.80F A
 -2 1995 Homarus americanus 616d 2.80F A
157-1-1 ST. THOMAS & PRINCE 
ISLANDS
1987 Macrobrachium zariquieyi, TRAP FISHING 796d 46D B
 -2 1998 SPINY LOBSTER, EXPO 98, MAN FISHING FROM SHORE 1326 3500D C
 -3 1998 ?CRAB OR HERMIT CRAB, EXPO 98, MAN SNORKELING 1329 3500D C
158-1-1 ST. VINCENT 1970 CRAB, EATEN BY HAWK 288 12C C
 -2 1973 CRAB, EATEN BY HAWK, AS 288, WMK 314 UPRIGHT 288a 12C C
 -3 1986 CRAYFISHING 986 $1.50 B
 -4 1986 Macrobrachium carcinus (NOT Macrobrachium) 987 $1.50 A
 -5 1991 SUPER BOWL IV PROGRAM COVER, CRAWFISH, IMPERF 1428 $2.00 C
 -6 1995 Euphausia superba, ONE  OF 9 STAMPS OF A SHEET 2178e 90C A
 -7 1995 CRAB ZOEA, WITH A FISH Pomacentrus leucostictus 2179a $1 B
 -8 1995 CRAB ZOEA, WITH Pomacanthus arcuathus 2179b $1 B
 -9 1998 CLAW OF ?Homarus sp., INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN, ONE OF  
9 STAMPS OF A BLOCK
2604h $1 B
 -10 1998 ?Homarus sp., INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN, ONE OF  9 STAMPS 
OF A BLOCK
2604i $1 B
 -11 1999 CRAB, HOKUSAI’S PAINTING, ONE  OF 6 STAMPS OF A 
BROCK, S/S
2713e $1.10 C
159-1-1 ST. VINCENT GRENADINES 1974 CRAB EATEN BY HAWK, AS ST.VINCENT 288, OVPTD 13 12C C
 -2   1977 Uca pugnax 119 5C B
 -3 1977 Ocypode quadrata 120 35C A
 -4 1977 Callinectes sapidus 121 50C A
 -5 1977 Panulirus argus 122 $1.25 A
 -6 1983 FRIGATE ROCK, SPINY LOBSTERS ON BOAT 270 $2 B
 -7 1985 Mithrax spinosissimus 472 25C A
 -8 1987 Stenopus hispidus 574 45C A
 -9 1987 Stenorhynchus seticornis 575 50C A
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160-1-1 SAMOA 1972 Carpilius maculatus 372 4S A
 -2 1972 Panulirus penicillatus 377 50S A
161-1-1 SAN MARINO 1970 STYLIZED CRAB, CANCER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 719 4L C
－ SÃO TOMÉ E PRINCIPE
(see ST. THOMAS & PRINCE 
ISLANDS)
162-1-1 SENEGAL 1968 Panulirus regius 301 10F A
 -2 1968 Scyllarides latus 303 20F A
 -3 1968 Farfantepenaeus notialis, (NOT Penaeus duoratum) 304 35F A
 -4 1968 Pollicipes pollicipes (NOT Mitella pollicipes) 306 100F A
 -5 1981 Grapsus grapsus, WITH SEA TURTLE 543 85F A
 -6 1981 Grapsus grapsus, AS 543, S/S 545c 125F A
 -7 1987 Nephrops norvegicus 703 100F A
 -8 1989 Grapsus grapsus 843 10F A
 -9 1989 Lepas anatifera 845 145F A
 -10 1989 Orchestia gammarellus 846 220F A
 -11 1992 CRAB, FISH INDUSTRY 984 5F C
 -12 1992 SHRIMP, FISH INDUSTRY 987 150F C
 -13 1992 Necora puber 1028 20F A
 -14 1992 Maja squinado 1029 30F A
 -15 1992 Astacus leptodactylus 1030 180F A
 -16 1992 Aristaeopsis edwardsiana 1031 200F A
 -17 1996 Pollicipes pollicipes, MADELEINE IS. 1211 220F B
 -18 1998 CRAB, LIGHTHOUSES & BUOYS 1322 50F B
 -19 1998 Palaemon serratus, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 1338 190F B 
 -20 1998 SHRIMP LARVA, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 1339 790F B
163-1-1 SEYCHELLES 1978 Panulirus argus 395 75C    A
 -2 1979 Panulirus argus, AS 395, INSCRIBED “1979” － 75C A
 -3 1980 Panulirus argus, AS 395, INSCRIBED “1980” － 75C A
 -4 1981 Panulirus argus, AS 395, INSCRIBED “1981” － 75C A
－ SHQIRERIA, SHQIPERISE
(see ALBANIA)
164-1-1 SIERRA LEONE 1999 Panulirus japonicus, HOKUSAI’S PAINTING, S/S 2226c 1000L C
164-2-1 SINGAPORE 1970 ROCK BARNACLES OR ACORN BARNACLES, OSAKA EXPO 
70
112 15C B
 -2 1977 Dardanus megistos 272 $1 A
 -3 1992 Lophozozymus pictor 637 20C A
 -4 1992 Irmengardia johnsoni 638 50C A
 -5 1992 Johora singaporensis 639 75C A
 -6 1992 Parathelphusa reticulata 640 $1 A
 -7 2000 Uca vocans, ORANGE FIDDLER 947d $1 A
 -8 2000 AS 947d, ONE OF 4 STAMPS OF A BLOCK,  S/S 947f $1 A
165-1-1 SLOVENIA 1993 Monolistra spinosissima 176 7T A
166-1-1 SOLOMON ISLANDS 
(BRITISH)
1991 LOBSTER, LOCAL FOOD 693 90C B
 -2 1991 CRAB AT MARKET, CHRISTMAS 1991 701 65C C
 -3 1991 CRAB AT MARKET, CHRISTMAS 1991, AS 701, ONE OF 4 
STAMPS, S/S
701a 65C C
 -4 1993 Ocypode ceratophthalmus 733 5C A
 -5 1993 Carpilius maculatus 734 10C A
 -6 1993 Percnon planissimum 735 25C A
 -7 1993 Coenobita brevimanus 736 30C A
 -8 1993 Metopograpsus frontalis 737 40C A
 -9 1993 Lophozozymus pictor 738 45C A
 -10 1993 Grapsus albolineatus 739 55C A
 -11 1993 Ranina ranina 740 60C A
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 -12 1993 Dardanus megistos 741 70C A
 -13 1993 Eriphia sebana 742 80C A
 -14 1993 Etisus splendidus 743 90C A
 -15 1993 Birgus latro 744 $1 A
 -16 1993 Lissocarcinus orbicularis 745 $1.10 A
 -17 1993 Uca sp. (NOT Ocypode saratan) 746 $4 A
 -18 1993 Uca tetragonon 747 $10 A
 -19 1995 Coenobita brevimanus 789 30C A
 -20 1995 Metopograpsus frontalis 792 $1.15 B
 -21 1995 CRAB, COOKING ON BEACH 812 $1.25 C
 -22 1997 Uca sp., AS 746, HONG KONG STAMP EXHIBITION, S/S 746a $4 A
 -23 1999 Birgus latro, PHILEX FRANCE 99, ONE OF 12 STAMPS OF A 
BLOCK 
874c $1 A
 -24 1999 Panulirus sp., PHILEX FRANCE 99, ONE OF 12 STAMPS OF A 
BLOCK
874l $1 A
167-1-1 SOMALIA 1994 Ocypode sp. WITH COCONUT TREE (ML.535) 600S B
 -2 1998 Portunus pelagicus (ML.705) 200S A
 -3 1998 Palinurus elephas (NOT Palinurus vulgaris) (ML.706) 300S A
 -4 1998 Pagurus bernhardus (NOT Eupagurus bernhardus) (ML.707) 400S A
 -5 1998 Gnathophyllum elegans (ML.708) 3300S A
 -6 1998 SPINY LOBSTER, M/S (ML.709) 2700S A
 -7 1999 CRAB, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC (ML.779) 400S C
168-1-1 SOUTH AFRICA, REP. OF 
(see also CISKEI, SOUTH 
WEST AFRICA, TRANSKEI)
1985 Homarus gammarus, F. D. OERDER’S PAINTING 650 30C B
 -2 1985 Homarus gammarus, AS 650, ONE OF 4 STAMPS OF A BLOCK, 
S/S
651a 30C C
169-1-1 SOUTH GEORGIA (BRITISH) 1963 Euphausia superba, PLANKTON AND KRILL 14 10S C
 -2 1971 Euphausia superba, AS 14, DCML, OVPTD “50P” 30 50P C
 -3  1976 Euphausia superba, AS 30, WMK SIDEWAYS 30a 50P C
 -4 1976 Euphausia superba, AS 30. WMK 373 30b 50P C
 -5 1976 Euphausia superba, BIOLOGICAL STATION & KRILL 47 25P B
 -6 1987 Euphausia superba, WITH CHINSTRAP PENGUIN 118 10P B
 -7 1996 Euphausia superba, CHINSTRAP PENGUIN FEEDING 211 76P B
 -8 1997 Euphausia superba, AS 211, RETURN OF HONGKONG TO 
CHINA, S/S
211a 76P B
 -9 2001 Paralomis spinosissimus 271 37P A
 -10 2001 Euphausia superba 272 37P A
 -11 2002 Euphausia superba, ANTARCTIC FUR SEAL FEEDING 286 40P B
－ SOUTH GEORGIA & SOUTH 
SANDWICH ISLANDS (see 
SOUTH GEORGIA)
171-1-1 SOUTH WEST AFRICA
(see also SOUTH AFRICA, 
REP. OF)
1983 Jasus lalandii 516 10C A
 -2 1983 Jasus lalandii, ROCK LOBSTER CATCHING 518 25C B
 -3 1983 Jasus lalandii, LANGUSTEN VERPACKUNG 519 40C B
172-1-1 SPAIN 1979 Austropotamobius pallipes (NOT Astacus pallipes) 2159 7P A
 -2 1980 LOBSTER-LIKE ANIMAL, THE CREATION, TAPESTRY, 
GERONA CATHEDRAL, ONE OF 6 STAMPS, S/S
2221e 50P C
 -3 1988 ?Austropotamobius pallipes, PAELLA DISH 2548 18P C
173-1-1 SRI LANKA 1986 Uca lactea 818 6R A
－ S.S.S.R. (see U.S.S.R.)
－ SVERIGE (see SWEDEN)
174-1-1 SWEDEN 1991 Cyclops strenuus WITH LOACH FISH 1869 5K B
 -2 1991 LOBSTER, CARTA MARINA 1861 5K C
 -3 1991 LOBSTER, CELESTRIAL GLOBE 1863 5K C
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 -4 1998 Pacifastacus leniusculus WITH PAPER MOON 2290 7K A
 -5 1999 CRAYFISH AS ZODIAC CANCER,  TRIANGULAR SHAPE 
STAMP
2354f (5K)* C
 -6 2002 Homarus gammarus, CHEF OF SWEDISH COOKING, LEIF 
MANNERSTROM, ONE OF 6 STAMPS OF BOOKLET PANE
2444d (5K)* B
175-1-1 SWITZERLAND 1980 CANCER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 579 3.50F C
 -2 1983 STYLIZED CLAWED-LOBSTER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC 726 1.70F C
 -3 1996 Astacus astacus, PRO JUVENTUTE B619 90C+45C A
176-1-1 SYRIA 1977 STYLIZED CRAB, LOWER RIGHT CORNER, ANTI-CANCER 792 100P C
177-1-1 TANZANIA 1994 Astacus leptodactylus 1295 40S A
 -2 1994 Eriocheir sinensis 1296 100S A
 -3 1994 Cancer pagurus 1297 120S A
 -4 1994 Cardisoma guanhumi (NOT C. quanhumi) 1298 170S A
 -5 1994 Birgus latro 1299 250S A
 -6 1994 Menippe mercenaria 1300 300S A
 -7 1994 Dromia personata (NOT D. vulgaris) 1301 400S A
 -8 1994 Callinectes sapidus, S/S 1302 500S A
 -9 1998 Gecarcinus ruricola, MOUNTAIN CRAB 1730 250S A
 -10 ?1998 Panulirus ornatus, M/S ― 300S A
 -11 ?1998 Portunus pelagicus ― 10S A
 -12 ?1998 Ranina ranina ― 25S A
 -13 ?1998 Panulirus ornatus ― 50S A
 -14 ?1998 Marsupenaeus japonicus ― 100S A
 -15 1999 Ocypode sp. 2044 400S A
 -16 1999 Homarus americanus 2067 400S A
－ TERRES AUSTRALES ET 
ANTARCTIQUES  
FRANCAISES (see FRENCH 
SOUTHERN & ANTARCTIC 
TERRITORIES)
178-1-1 THAILAND 1976 Macrobrachium rosenbergii 780 75S A
 -2 1976 Fenneropenaeus merguiensis 781 2B A
 -3 1976 Panulirus ornatus 782 2.75B A
 -4 1976 Penaeus monodon 783 5B A
 -5 1979 Ashtoret lunaris (NOT Matuta lunaris) 877 2B A
 -6 1979 Matuta planipes 878 2.75B A
 -7 1979 Portunus pelagicus 879 3B A
 -8 1979 Scylla sp. (NOT Scylla serrata) 880 5B A
 -9 1980 STYLIZED SHRIMP & CRAB 923 5B C
 -10 1981 RED CRAB & Macrobrachium sp., WORLD FOOD DAY 975 75S C
 -11 1992 CRAB & SHRIMP, CHILD’S DRAWING 1434 2B C
 -12 1992 CRAB, CHILD’S DRAWING 1436 5B C
 -13 1992 ?HERMIT CRAB, RIGHT EDGE OF A CORAL Favia 1506 8B B
 -14 1993 CRAB & SHRIMP, 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF KASETSART 
UNIV.
1522 2B B
 -15 1994 Phricotelphusa limula 1575 3B A
 -16 1994 Thaipotamon chulabhorn 1576 5B A
 -17 1994 Phricotelphusa sirindhorn 1577 6B A
 -18 1994 Thaiphusa sirikit 1578 10B A
 -19 1995 SHRIMP & CRAB, 50TH ANNIVERSARY FAO, BOOKLET 1627 2B C
179-1-1 TOGO 1970 LOBSTER, DELACROIX’S PAINTING 752 15F C
 -2 1973 CRAYFISH, ZODIAC & ASTROLABIUM 845 40F C
 -3 2001 Farfantepenaeus duorarum (NOT Perraeus duorarum) 1976e 200F A
 -4 2001 Lepas anatifera (NOT Lepas amatifera) 1976i 200F A
 -5 2001 Dardanus arrosor (NOT Dardenus arroser) 1976l 200F A
179-2-1 TOKELAU (NEW ZEALAND) 1986 Birgus latro 132 5C A
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 -2 1999 Birgus latro 273 40C A
 -3 1999 Ocypode ceratophthalmus 274 $1.00 A
 -4 1999 Coenobita perlatus 275 $1.25 A
 -5 1999 Coenobita brevimanus 276 $2.00 A
 -6 1999 Ocypode ceratophthalmus, S/S 277 $3.00 A
180-1-1 TONGA 1984 Dardanus megistos, SELF-ADHESIVE 567 6S A
 -2 1984 Birgus latro, SELF-ADHESIVE 577 T$2 A
 -3 1984 Dardanus megistos, AS 567, OVPTD “OFFICIAL”, SELF-
ADHESIVE
O56 6S A
 -4 1984 Birgus latro, AS 577, OVPTD “OFFICIAL”, SELF-ADHESIVE O66 2Pa A
 -5 1986 Dardanus megistos, AS 567, SURCHARGED & OVPTD 
“OFFICIAL”, SELF-ADHESIVE
O75 57S A
 -6 1986 Birgus latro, AS 577, SURCHARGED & OVPTD “OFFICIAL”, 
SELF-ADHESIVE
O77 2.50Pa A
 -7 1986 Dardanus megistos, AS 567, SURCHARGED, SELF-ADHESIVE 622 57S A
 -8 1986 Birgus latro, AS 577, SURCHARGED, SELF-ADHESIVE 624 2.50Pa A
 -9 1988 Dardanus megistos, AS 567, INSCRIBED “1988” 685 6S A
 -10 1989 Birgus latro, AS 577, INSCRIBED “1989” 707 2Pa A
 -11 1992 Dardanus megistos, AS 567, REVALUED 802 15S A
 -12 1994 Birgus latro, AS 577, REDRAWN 881 2Pa A
 -13 1996 Birgus latro, AS 881, REDRAWN, SMALLER SIZE 40x26mm 921 2Pa A
 -14 1996 Birgus latro, OFFICIAL POSTAGE & REVENE O84 2Pa A
 -15 2001 Uca crassipes, YEAR OF MANGROVE 1044 10S A
 -16 2001 Scylla sp., YEAR OF MANGROVE, ONE OF 5 STAMPS OF A 
BLOCK
1052 2.70Pa A
181-1-1 TRANSKEI (see also SOUTH 
AFRICA, REP. OF)
1989 Panulirus homarus 226 50C A
182-1-1 TRINIDAD & TOBAGO 1982 CRAB, FOLK STORY 370 $5 C
 -2 1982 CRAB, AS 370, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, S/S 370a $5 A
 -3 1983 Aristaeomorpha foliacea 391 $4 A
183-1-1 TRISTAN DA CUNHA 
(BRITISH)
1954 Jasus tristani 14 1/2P A
 -2 1958 Jasus tristani, ONE OF A PANE OF 4 STAMPS 14a 1/2P A
 -3 1960 Jasus tristani 33 3P A
 -4 1961 Jasus tristani, AS 33, DCML 46 2 1/2C A
 -5 1970 Jasus tristani, FISHING 137 4P B
 -6 1970 Jasus tristani, WORKERS IN PROCESS PLANT 138 10P B
 -7 1970 Jasus tristani, FISHING 139 1S6P B
 -8 1970 Jasus tristani, WORKERS IN PROCESS PLANT 140 2S6P B
 -9 1978 Jasus tristani, SILVER JUBILEE, S/S OF 2 STRIPS 238c 25P A
 -10 1985 LOBSTER (Jasus tristani) ON MARGIN, QUEEN’S MOTHER 372 10P C
 -11 1985 LOBSTER (Jasus tristani) ON MARGIN, QUEEN’S MOTHER 373 20P C
 -12 1985 LOBSTER (Jasus tristani) ON MARGIN, QUEEN’S MOTHER 374 30P C
 -13 1985 LOBSTER (Jasus tristani) ON MARGIN, QUEEN’S MOTHER 375 50P C
 -14 1998 Jasus tristani, LOBSTER SURVEY, S/S 617 £1.2 A
184-1-1 TUNISIA 1965 STYLIZED CRAB ABOVE HORSE, CARTHAGINIAN COIN 448 5M C
 -2 1965 STYLIZED CRAB ABOVE HORSE, CARTHAGINIAN COIN 449 10M C
 -3 1965 STYLIZED CRAB ABOVE HORSE, CARTHAGINIAN COIN 450 75M C
 -4 1998 Carcinus aestuarii 1159 110M A
 -5 1998 Melicertus kerathurus 1160 250M A
 -6 1998 Palinurus elephas 1161 1000M A
－ TURIYE (see TURKEY)
185-1-1 TURKEY 1972 STYLIZED CRAB, FIGHT AGAINST CANCER 1919 100K C
 -2 1987 CRABS, INTL CHEMOTHERAPY CONGRESS B222 200L+25L C




 -4 1998 Carcinus aestuarii,  INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN, S/S 2694c 125000L A
186-1-1 TURKS & CAICOS ISLANDS 
(BRITISH)
1957 Panulirus argus 124 2 1/2P A
 -2 1966 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS 154 1S6P C
 -3 1967 Panulirus argus, CRAWFISH INDUSTRY 167 2S B
 -4 1967 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS 170 10S C
 -5 1968 Panulirus argus, HUMAN RIGHTS 175 1P C
 -6 1968 Panulirus argus, HUMAN RIGHTS 176 8P C
 -7 1968 Panulirus argus, HUMAN RIGHTS 177 1S6P C
 -8 1969 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS 181 1/4C C
 -9 1969 Panulirus argus, CRAWFISH INDUSTRY, AS 167, 
SURCHARGED DCML
191 20C B
 -10 1969 Panulirus argus, AS 170, SURCHARGED DCML 194 $1 C
 -11 1970 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS 200 7C C
 -12 1970 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS 201 35C C
 -13 1971 Panulirus argus CRAWFISH INDUSTRY, AS 167, NEW DCML 226 20C B
 -14 1971 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS 229 $1 C
 -15 1972 Panulirus argus, SILVER WEDDING ISSUE 257 10C B
 -16 1972 Panulirus argus, SILVER WEDDING ISSUE 258 20C B
 -17 1973 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS 263 15C C
 -18 1973 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS 264 35C C
 -19 1978 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS, HURDLING 355 6C C
 -20 1978 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS, WEIGHT LIFTING 356 20C C
 -21 1978 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS, BOXING 357 55C C
 -22 1978 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS, BICYCLING 358 $2 C
 -23 1978 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS, XI COMMONWEALTH 
GAMES, S/S
359 $1 C
 -24 1979 Panulirua argus, ON COAT OF ARMS, POSTAL REFORM 396 $2 C
 -25 1979 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS, OVPTD “BRASILIANA 79” 396a $2 C
 -26 1979 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS, POSTAL REFORM, S/S 397 $2 C
 -27 1979 CRAB, WITH PLUTE, DISNEY CARTOON 406 25C C
 -28 1981 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS, ISLAND FLAG 506j 20C C
 -29 1985 CRAB, DISNEY CARTOON, CAPT. KIDD 695 1C C
 -30 1988 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS 769 $10 C
 -31 1996 Panulirus argus ON COAT OF ARMS, HON. McCARTNEY 1209 60C C
 -32 1997 ?Bythograea sp., HYDRO-THERMAL VENT CRAB 1234g 20C A
 -33 1998 Periclimenes pedersoni, THE 1ST PHOTO COMPETITION, S/S 1255 $2 A
 -34 1998 STYLIZED CRAB, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN 1256b 50C A
 -35 1999 Thor amboinensis, THE 2ND PHOTO COMPETITION 1281c 50C A
 -36 1999 Carpilius corallinus, THE 2ND PHOTO COMPETITION 1281e 80C A
187-1-1 TUVALU 1976 Eriphia sebana, CRAB ON NEW COIN 20 10C A
 -2 1976 Birgus latro, WITH MAP OF NUKUFETAU IS. 27 6C B
 -3 1978 Birgus latro, AS 27, UNWMK 62 6C B
 -4 1986 Ocypode ceratophthalmus 348 15C A
 -5 1986 Lophozozymus pictor 349 40C A
 -6 1986 Carpilius maculatus 350 50C A
 -7 1986 Dardanus megistos 351 60C A
 -8 1987 Birgus latro 451 40C A
 -9 1987 Panulirus versicolor 452 50C A
 -10 1987 Panulirus interruptus 453 60C A
 -11 1993 Neopetrolisthes maculatus (NOT N. ohshimai) 639 50C A
 -12 1993 HERMIT CRAB, GREENHOUSE EFFECT 649 40C C
 -13 1993 CRAB, GREENHOUSE EFFECT 651 60C C
 -14 2000 ?Coenobita clypeatus, ONE OF 6 STAMPS OF A SHEET 843e 90C A
188-1-1 UGANDA 1996 Eriocheir sinensis, QI BAISHI’S PAINTING 1410e 250S B
 -2 1996 Macrobrachium nipponense, QI BAISHI’S PAINTING, S/S 1411b 800S B
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 -3 1999 Gecarcinus ruricola, MOUNTAIN CRAB, ONE OF 4 STAMPS OF 
A BLOCK , INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN
1595d 500S A
189-1-1 U.S.S.R. (see also RUSSIA) 1967 CRAB & LARGE BOAT 3305 6K C
 -2 1969 TUPOLEV 144, MARGIN CONTAINS SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC, 
S/S
3681 50K C
 -3 1973 Homarus gammarus, SNYDER’S PAINTING 4141 4K B
 -4 1975 Paralithodes camtschatica, EXPO ‘75 4397 16K A
 -5 1990 Euphausia superba, USSR/AUSTRALIA JOINT ISSUE 5903 50K A
 -6 1990 Euphausia superba, AS 5903, WITH ANOTHER STAMP, S/S 5903a 50K A
190-1-1 UNITED KINGDOM 1994 Cancer pagurus, PINCHING FAT LADY’S TOE 1553 19P C
 -2 2002 CRAB, KIPLING’S STORY, ONE OF 10 STAMPS, BOOKLET 2014 1st class C
191-1-1 UNITED NATIONS 1970 MAN GRAPPLING GIANT STYLIZED CRAB, ANTI-CANCER 207 6C C
 -2 1970 MAN GRAPPLING GIANT STYLIZED CRAB, ANTI-CANCER 208 13C C
 -3 1998 LOBSTER, INTL YEAR OF THE OCEAN,  ONE  OF  12  STAMPS 
OF  A  BLOCK,  S/S
7341 32C B
192-1-1 UNITED NATIONS 
(VIENNA)
1992 Pagurus bernhardus, OCEAN BOTTOM 128 7S B
193-1-1 U. S. A. 1949 Callinectes sapidus, ANNAPOLIS TERCENTENARY 984 3C B
 -2 1984 Procambarus clarkii, LOUISIANA EXPO 2086 20C B
 -3 1987 Homarus americanus 2304 22C A
 -4 1999 Lysmata amboinensis 3317 33C B
 -5 1999 Dardanus megistos 3320 33C B
 -6 1999 STRIP OF 3317 & 3320, WITH 2 OTHER STAMPS 3320b － B
 -7 2000 Cystisoma neptunus, DEEPSEA CREATURES 3442 33C A
194-1-1 UPPER VOLTA (see also 
BURKINA FASO)
1973 CANCER SYMBOL, JOHN GLENN & ORBITER CAPSULE 314 25F C
 -2 1973 CANCER SIGN INCLUDED IN 4 ZODIAC SYMBOLS C176 250F C
195-1-1 URUGUAY 1991 STYLIZED CRAB, NATIONAL CANCER DAY 1365 360P C
 -2 1998 CRAB, CAUGHT BY Theristicus BIRD 1718 6P B
196-1-1 VANUATU 1989 Periclimenes brevicarpalis 497 20V A
 -2 1989 Lysmata amboinensis (NOT L. grabhami) 498 45V A
 -3 1989 Rhynchocinetes durbanensis (NOT Rhynchocinetes sp.) 499 65V A
 -4 1989 Stenopus hispidus 500 150V A
197-1-1 VENEZUELA 1973 A CRAB, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC, COPERNICUS’　
SYSTEMATIC COSMOLOGY
1013 5C B
 -2 1998 Ocypode quadrata, LISBON EXPO, ONE OF 10 STAMPS OF A 
BLOCK 
1591a 140B B
198-1-1 VIET NAM 1965 Fenneropenaeus indicus (NOT Penaeus indicus) 368 12X A
 -2 1965 Scylla sp. (NOT S. serrata) 369 12X A
 -3 1965 Metapenaeus joyneri 370 12X A
 -4 1965 Portunus pelagicus (NOT Neptunus) 371 12X A
 -5 1965 Palinurus japonicus 372 20X A
 -6 1965 Uca vocans (NOT U. marionis) 373 50X A
 -7 1974 Panulirus sp. (NOT Palinurus japonicus) 750 1D A
 -8 1983 CRAB, BEHIND TWO SPOONBILL BIRDS 1344 2D B
 -9 1991 ?Palinurus elephas (NOT Palinurus sp.) 2250 200D A
 -10 1991 Alpheus bellulus 2251 300D A
 -11 1991 Periclimenes brevicarpalis 2252 400D A
 -12 1991 Astacus astacus (NOT Palinurus sp.) 2253 1000D A
 -13 1991 Panulirus polyphagus 2254 2000D A
 -14 1991 Astacus astacus (NOT Astacus sp.) 2255 3000D A
 -15 1991 ?Palinurus elephas (NOT Palinurus sp.) 2256 3000D A
 -16 1993 Scylla sp. (NOT S. serrata) 2472 400D A
 -17 1993 Portunus sanguinolentus 2473 800D A
 -18 1993 Charybdis bimaculata 2474 1000D A
 -19 1993 Paralithodes brevipes 2475 2000D A
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 -20 1993 Portunus pelagicus 2476 5000D A
 -21 1993 Lithodes turritus 2477 10000D A
 -22 1994 CRAB, WITH CURLEW 2554 400D B
 -23 1998 Macrobrachium nipponense, QI BAISHI’S PAINTING 2851 2000D A
 -24 1998 Eriocheir sinensis, QI BAISHI’S PAINTING 2852 4000D A
 -25 1998 Macrobrachium nipponense, WITH PLANTS, QI BAISHI’S 
PAINTING
2854 9000D A
199-1-1 VIET- NAM CONG HOA
(SOUTH VIET NAM)
1972 STYLIZED SHRIMP & FISH IN TRAWL NET 409 7D C
 -2 1973 CRAYFISH, AGRICULTURE & INDUSTRY 458 10D C
200-1-1 WALLIS & FUTUNA 
ISLANDS (FRANCE)
1979 Lysiosquillina maculata 245 15F A
 -2 1981 Lysiosquillina maculata, AS 245, SURCHARGED IN RED 272 5F A
201-1-1 YEMEN, P.D.REP. OF 1972 Palinurus sp. 123 125F A
202-1-1 YUGOSLAVIA 1956 Palinurus elephas (NOT P. vulgaris) 454 20D A
 -2 1988 LOBSTER CLAW, ?Homarus sp., ANTI-CANCER 1910 140D C
 -3 1991 EMBLEM OF CRAB, ANTI-CANCER WEEK, POSTAL TAX 
STAMP
(SG.2688) 1.20D C
203-1-1 ZIL ELWANNYEN SESEL
(SEYCHELLES)
1980 Panulirus argus, AS SEYCHELLES 395 8 75C A
 -2 1981 Birgus latro 32 5R A
 -3 1981 Panulirus argus, AS 8, INSCRIVED “1981” 8a 75C A
 -4 1983 Cardisoma carnifex 43 1.75R A
 -5 1984 Dardanus megistos 84 50C A
 -6 1984 Uca tetragonon 85 2.00R A
 -7 1984 Ocypode ceratophthalmus 86 3R A
 -8 1984 Carpilius maculatus 87 10R A
 -9 1990 Birgus latro 170 5R A
 -10 1990 Birgus latro, AS 170, ONE OF 4 STAMPS, S/S 170a 5R A
 -11 1992 Birgus latro, ALDABRA WORLD HERITAGE SITE 190 3.50R A
203-2-1 ZIMBABWE 1998 ?CRAB, EATEN BY GREYHEADED KINGFISHER 808 $4.70 B
